“

UNION MINISTER FOR COMMERCE AND INDUSRTY

IF YOU SEE AROUND THE GLOBE,
THERE ARE VERY FEW COUNTRIES WHERE
YOU HAVE ALL THE THREE IMPORTANT
FACTORS OF THE ECONOMY TOGETHER DEMOCRACY, DEMOGRAPHY AND DEMAND.
IN INDIA WE HAVE ALL THE THREE
TOGETHER WHICH MAKES US A LUCRATIVE
INVESTMENT DESTINATION.

Mr Suresh Prabhu
Union Minister for Commerce and Industry
Government of India

-Mr Narendra Modi
Prime Minister of India

... and the crossroads of change. The vision of
this government, to spearhead deep-rooted
changes for long-term benefits, is showing
results. Under the able leadership of our Hon’ble
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, the Indian
economy is growing at the fastest pace in the
world, with record foreign direct investments
coming in. Some quick facts further exemplify
why the future lies in India: India is expected
to have the world’s largest youth population by
2020. We also have the third largest group of
scientists and technicians in the world. India’s
consumer story is being led by more than a 100
million urban mass consumers. Over the next
two decades, more than USD 1.5 trillion worth
of investments are planned for infrastructure.
This is a great achievement that proves that
the nation’s growth story is on the rise.
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The popular view is, that this government
means business— indeed, that is true.
Facilitating businesses and easing
processes by cutting red tape and
corruption has been the hallmark of our
government. This is evident in India’s
historic jump in the World Bank’s latest
Ease of Doing Business (EoDB) rankings-we have jumped 30 points to break into
the top 100 for the first time ever!
By embarking on radical structural
reforms like GST and the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code, India has broken free of
red tape, corruption and policy paralysis.
There is now a premium on transparency,
openness and honesty in government
dealings, which has helped make India
one of the most attractive investment
destinations in the world! This is in line
with our vision for a ‘New India’, one that
combines technology and innovation,
supports social development and fosters
ideas for growth and sustainability. It
does not come as a surprise, then, that
IMF projections peg India as the fastest
growing economy in 2018, clocking robust
growth at 7.4 percent and looking up to

7.8 percent in 2019. The IMF has also
predicted that India is set to overtake
Germany as the world’s fourth-largest
economy by 2022.
Undoubtedly, India is at the centrestage of
the world now, and is redefining the global
economic landscape with a clear focus
on financial inclusion for sustainable and
long-term growth. We are also committed
to bridge the gap between the physical
and digital world, skilling our citizens,
and leading efforts on breakthrough
technologies such as artificial intelligence
and clean energy. In these efforts, we
are fortunate to have an expanding
middle class and youth population,
which is creating new opportunities
for investments like never before. India
is investing in the future by fostering
innovations, seeding social enterprises and
developing sustainable startups, which
seek to deliver development and fruits of
progress to more than 600 million poor
people.
In this light, Invest India has played a
critical role in transforming the country’s
investment climate by simplifying the

business environment for investors. Its
experts are revolutionising the processes
for businesses to enter India.
This magazine offers a glimpse into some
of the major highlights and achievements
that the Invest India team has made in the
last few months. I congratulate the team
for its stellar role in driving India’s growth
story and wish it all the success!

MD & CEO’s
Message
India has—at least over the last four years-dreamt the biggest dreams and set the
highest of targets for its future. Think about
it. Building a 100 smart cities. Redevelopment of 400 airports. Creation of 227 GW
of renewable energy. More than 80,000 kms
of roads. 44 new economic corridors. 600
railway platforms. A house for every Indian.
All of this, by 2022. Imagine the change in the
quality of living for India’s 1.2 billion people.
Powered by these dreams, India is standing
at the cusp of social change and economic transformation today. Our investment
climate has never been better: India has
finally entered into the top 100 club of the
Ease of Doing Business rankings of the
World Bank, by converting bureaucratic
red tape into a red carpet for investors.
Economic relations with other countries are
also stronger, as was evident in the recent state
visit by the President of the Republic of Korea
to India. At the same time, the seeds of entrepreneurship and innovation are thriving and
yielding fruits at the grassroots. Undoubtedly,
this is the most exciting time for investors to
join hands and be a part of the India story!
Invest India is taking a strong lead in this
direction. Our team’s efforts has contributed to
over USD 15.15 billion of actual investments
and generated 117,000 direct jobs. We have
also achieved the landmark target of facilitating USD 100 billion worth of investments while
our indicated employment facilitation is over
1,700,000! In a short span, Invest India has
become world’s most awarded IPA. We have
also been accorded the prestigious Great Place
To Work® certification. This is a reflection
of our efforts to harness the energy of youth
and its talent and help build a New India.
Under Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
India of 2018 is widely viewed as the engine
of global development. Invest India aims to
supplement efforts in this direction, and be
the engine for India’s economic growth with
the support of its partners and readers!

MR DEEPAK BAGLA
MD & CEO

Invest India
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according to her needs and preferences.
Similarly, Invest India’s website now is geolocation and AI-enabled and intelligently
provides information from over 18,000
pages of data for an investor.

Interview with

MR RAMESH ABHISHEK
SECRETARY
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL POLICY & PROMOTION (DIPP)

India for the first time moved into the top
100 in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing
Business global rankings. Department of
Industrial Policy and Promotion is the nodal
agency for the ‘Ease of Doing Business’.
How do you view this development and
what was the success mantra behind this?
This is one of the most remarkable
achievements in India’s business and
economic history. This was the highest jump
made by any country that year! It speaks
volumes about the efforts undertaken by
the government to make the investors feel
welcome to invest in India. Over 16,000
procedural and administrative reforms have
been undertaken over the last two years.
World Bank follows a rigorous methodology
to evaluate countries on ten parameters: like
starting a business, electricity connection,
construction permits, trading across borders
etc. Out of these we have made dramatic
improvements on three parameters: paying
taxes, access to credit and protecting the
rights of minority investors. We appointed
a nodal department for every indicator of
the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business
Report and maintained a continuous channel
of communication to ease the workflow, and
brought the concerned state governments
also onboard. By rolling-out best practices
in the form of Business Reform Action
Plan (BRAP) and ranking states objectively
on the Ease of Doing Business, we have
rolled-out these reforms in the true spirit of
cooperative federalism. With record inward

FDI every year and India’s jump in the Ease
of Doing Business ranking, it is clear that
Hon’ble PM’s vision of converting the red
tape into red carpet is well underway.
How do you see the Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) climate evolve in future?
It is the intent and objective of the
Government of India to attract and promote
foreign direct investment to supplement
domestic capital, technology and skills
for accelerated economic growth. Just as
any other policy’s objective, FDI will also
contribute to the national outcome of
creating sustainable and gainful employment
for the emerging workforce. India has
received record inward FDI for the last
four years in a row. Having said that, India
is now at an inflection point to attracting
investments and we are at the cusp of
stupendous growth. India is already one
of the most liberal economies in terms of
sectors that are open for FDI.
There are new developments every day in
the investment sector and India is no longer
viewed just as a low-cost destination. I
foresee an uptick in both the quality and
quantity of FDI going forward. India is
the most favored destination to set-up
high-tech R&D centers for foreign MNCs
outside their home country. With the
opening of defence and other sectors,
we see new interest in sunrise sectors
such as defence, manufacturing and food
processing. Similarly, foreign pension funds
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and sovereign wealth funds have expressed
enormous interest and made investments
in India’s infrastructure using the innovative
models such as TOT model of asset recycling
deployed by the government.
What are some of your department’s efforts
to enable a push toward improving the
information accessibility to investors and
policy makers?
Multiple multi-lateral agencies have
identified provision of timely and accurate
information as the most critical aspect of
investment promotion and policy making.
Multiple initiatives, especially digital, are
being undertaken to this end. GIS-based
Industrial Information System, IIS, is a
database of industrial areas including
clusters, parks, nodes, zones focal points
etc. across the country. It is intended
to serve as a Decision Support System
for effective planning and industrial
investment. Another interesting tool is
the India Investment Grid (IIG), piloted
by Invest India. It is a digital platform
which houses pan-India projects from
both the government and private sectors.
IIG provides a platform for investors and
promoters to connect and collaborate on
various projects. In sum, it is the menu
for investors. IIG offers comprehensive
information on projects from all state
governments, central ministries and local
bodies. For an investor looking for an
opportunity in India, this is a one-stop
platform where she can browse and filter

How are we supporting young
entrepreneurs with Startup India program?
Can you please provide some highlights?
We have over 20,000 startups in India.
But this is a small number compared to
our population. The government in 2016
redefined the startups to enable fast track
recognition. Startup India helps young
entrepreneurs, including from tier-2 and
tier-3 cities and towns to realise their
entrepreneurship dreams and commercialise
their ideas and innovations. Startup India
handholds startups and resolves their issues
across their lifecycle. More importantly,
Startup India works with state

governments to support creation and finetuning of their startup policies, help onboard
entrepreneurs and connect them with
mentors and fund managers on Startup Hub.
To encourage and help startups the Govt of
India has taken the lead in creating policies
and a framework. 18 States and UTs have a
startup focused environment with ease of
doing business for startups.
Today, the startup hub is the world’s largest
virtual incubator. Another initiative to
spur the startup ecosystem at the states
is our recently launched states and union
territories ‘Startup Ranking Framework’. The
key objective of the Startup States and UTs
Ranking Framework is to encourage states
and UTs to take proactive steps towards
strengthening the startup ecosystems at
the local level. It will also enable to measure
the impact of each step initiated at the
local level for building a strong startup
ecosystem. The Ranking Framework will
also enable continuous learning through
the dissemination of good practices. We are
building domestic and foreign partnerships,
and corporates also have now started
using the Startup India Hub to run various
programs. The Ministry of Agriculture for
instance, is in the process of incubating
and accelerating startups in the agriculture
space. Besides this the Enforcement
Directorate, Ministry of Tourism and even
local bodies like NDMC are in discussion to
tap the startup potential of the country. The
focus is also on promoting entrepreneurship
and innovation at the grass roots as well.
The ‘Startup India Yatra’ conducts boot
camps on entrepreneurship in remote
towns and provides incubation
opportunities to individuals. The
Fund of Funds of INR 10,000 cr has
already catalysed over INR 7000 cr
of AIF equality for startups.
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How do you envision the role of Invest India
in contributing to the investment climate of
the country?
Invest India is our national investment and
promotion facilitation agency. It acts as
the first point of reference for the foreign
investor. It is transforming India’s investment
climate by simplifying the business
environment for investors and is helping
make India competitive by reducing the time
between approval to commercial production.
Within a short span of three years, they have
built a huge project pipeline of more than
USD 100 bn. It has already helped ground
over USD 15 bn of investments and has
created over a lac jobs on the ground. Going
forward, Invest India must continue to focus
on grounding investments and encouraging
investments in high employment generating
sectors. Winning FDI is a relationship
business and not a one-time effort. Invest
India is mandated to provide a seamless
experience for the investor from the global
boardrooms to the last mile at the districts
and blocks in India.
Invest India’s pioneering technologies
are enabling this. India Investment Grid
brings together information needed for the
investor, the investible projects or other
investment opportunities and investment
advisors within a single virtual framework.
For the first time, Nalanda brings together
all government stakeholders as one ‘Team
India’ on a single platform with a laser
focus on the grounding of FDI. This not
only enhances investor experience but also
increases the efficiency and effectiveness of
the entire investment lifecycle. Shrinking the
timeline of investment lifecycle, simplifying
the business environment by acting as a true
one-stop shop, marketing India in national
and global events and deploying pioneering
technologies to be closer to the investorare some of the key priorities of Invest India
going forward.

A one-stop shop for investors

Government

Associations

Center

Corporates

States

Professional Advisors

Foreign Missions

Academia

Foreign IPAs

Awareness
& Engagement

Stategy and
Implementation

Industry

Business
Advisory

Investor
Aftercare

Long-term
Partnership
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Invest India: Great Place to Work® Certified
Invest India successfully completed the assessment conducted by the Great Place to Work®
Institute, India, and got the certification of being a ‘Great Place to Work’.
The institute’s methodology is recognised as rigorous and objective and is considered as
the gold standard for defining great workplaces across business, academia and government
organisations.
Invest India Team: Manisha Tuli, Pallavi Bishnoi, Shankar Ranganathan
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Invest India enables fast-track resolution of issues faced by German companies in India
Invest India along with the German Embassy in India organised a roundtable with German investors on ‘Improving the Ease
of Doing Business (EoDB) in India’ in June 2018. The roundtable provided a platform for relevant government stakeholders to
address issues raised by German investors and for them to voice suggestions on improving EoDB in India.
The Indo-German Fast-track Mechanism, was launched as a formal agreement between the Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy, Germany and the Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIPP), Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, India. Invest India acts as the main facilitation agency for this mechanism, which aims to expedite resolution of
issues faced by German companies in India. Since its launch, over 70 percent of the issues have been resolved.
It’s second bi-annual meeting was held in September 2018, co-chaired by Mr Ramesh Abhishek, Secretary, DIPP and H.E. Dr
Martin Ney, Ambassador of Germany to India.
Invest India Team: Anmol Bansal, Jayant Singh, Pallavi Bishnoi

Georges Monin to set up an INR 100 crore production facility at Telangana, India
The food processing team at Invest India assisted the French beverage company Georges Monin SAS by providing
detailed comparative analysis of state policies, incentives, land and raw material availability etc. Discussions with the
concerned authorities of different states and site visits were arranged for location assessment and finalisation of land
for the proposed project.
Nine states namely Andhra Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Haryana, Punjab, Telangana and Uttar
Pradesh were shortlisted as potential sites for the proposed project.
Telangana was finally chosen and the proposed project is expected to generate employment (direct and indirect) for
over 200 people.
Invest India Team: Respective state teams, coordinated by Jaishree Nilkhan and Sandipan Sensarma
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Invest India and MoFPI to set up an Investment Targeting and Facilitation Desk (ITFD)
Invest India, with the support of Ministry of Food Processing Industries (MoFPI), has set up an Investment Targeting
and Facilitation Desk (ITFD) to promote FDI in the food processing sector.
The desk has been set up to enhance the inflow of FDI into the food processing sector over the next three years by
identifying new potential investors and targeting them in a structured manner, handholding the investment processes
throughout the cycle and creating sector collaterals among other things.
Invest India Team: Jaishree Nilkhan, Sandipan Sensarma, Shivina Dixit, Harsh Vardhan Bisht
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Engagement with Taiwan’s New Southbound Policy

Launch of German Indian Startup Exchange Platform (GINSEP):
promoting Indo-German startup relations
GINSEP was recently launched as a non-monetary platform initiated by the German Startups Association and
supported by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, Germany to foster and strengthen the IndoGerman economic relationship in the field of startups. Invest India, along with Startup India, facilitated the setting up
of this platform. It is working closely with the German Startup Association and StartUp AsiaBerlin (SUAB) to further
promote collaborations.
Invest India’s Anmol Bansal was appointed as the Honorary Ambassador for GINSEP, and represented India at the
Asia Pacific Week, Berlin in April 2018. In August 2018, Invest India hosted Mr Christian Hirte, Parliamentary State
Secretary, Germany, to discuss furthering Indo-German economic relations.
Invest India Team: Anmol Bansal
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CPC Corporation is Taiwan’s largest oil & gas major engaged in
the exploration, production, refining, procurement, transportation,
storage, and marketing of oil and gas with operations in 22 fields
in eight countries. The company sent a message to our mission in
Taipei expressing interest in setting up a downstream petrochemical
complex in India, in collaboration with a number of other Taiwanese
downstream operators.
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Within 72 hours, the Invest India team was in Taipei to meet with
CPC and their partners to understand the proposed project in
detail. Upon returning to India, the Invest India team developed
a detailed plan for the CPC team to visit India and engage with
central ministries and state governments and evaluate key
aspects such as project site, feedstock availability, access to port,
environmental clearances, and availability of power and water.
Using their understanding of the proposed project, the team
also arranged meetings with key stakeholders such as Indian Oil
Corporation Ltd (IOCL) and Engineers India Ltd (EIL).
At every stage, the Invest India team remained in close contact with
the Mission in Taipei and received strong support from them on
their engagements with the company. CPC continues to evaluate
alternate project sites for the proposed investment of USD 6.6
billion which is expected to generate employment (direct and
indirect) for about 25,000 people in India.
Invest India Team: Aditi Varma, Akansha Chaturvedi, Deepti Gupta,
Partha Roy, Yash Gandhi.

Invest India assists Wanfeng in
location analysis for their
upcoming investment
Wanfeng is a Chinese company
manufacturing two-wheeler radial
tyres in India. The company informed
the Invest India team that they plan to
invest in a greenfield facility for fourwheeler radial tyres with a proposed
investment of USD 300 million. Invest
India was approached, to help evaluate
alternate project sites apart from the
industrial zone they already operate in.

Invest India plays an instrumental role in the creation of Invest Assam: State Investment Promotion
Agency (IPA)
Invest India in collaboration with International Finance Corporation (IFC), World Bank, undertook an assessment of
investment promotion preparedness and organised a Capacity Building Workshop for the state of Assam in October
2017. Post the workshop, Invest India initiated discussions for the creation of a dedicated investment promotion agency
and worked closely with the state officials for the proposed agency’s concept note, organisation structure, its roles and
responsibilities, and also assisted in preparing a note for the State Cabinet’s approval.

Invest India team understood the
company’s comprehensive criteria
for their manufacturing facility and
prepared a comprehensive and
detailed comparison of various states
and private industrial zones. It included key elements like land rates, maintenance charges, ground coverage allowed,
stamp duty rates, utility rates, logistics infrastructure and incentives offered by states.

The State IPA ‘Invest Assam’ has recently received cabinet approval and will play a key role in influencing investor
perceptions and attracting foreign investments for Assam.

Discussions were then held with the company’s senior management and finally four potential project sites were
identified for visit and evaluation. This advisory was conducted by Invest India over a period of three weeks and the
company is now working with their head office to decide on the final project site. Invest India team also helped in
negotiating the wishlist of the company with the respective state governments and facilitated a dialogue with the
Government of Haryana for addressing the existing issues of Wangfeng in their Haryana facility.

Invest India Team: Bhaskar Chaturvedi, Dushyant Thakor, Govinda Tapadia, Kunmoon Dash, Pawan Choudhary

Invest India Team: Raja Singh Khurana
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GKN Aerospace to launch new wiring facility in Pune, India
An MoU has been signed by GKN Fokker Elmo with the Government of Maharashtra, India for investment in a second
manufacturing facility for wiring interconnection systems in the country.
The new site, a fully owned GKN aerospace business, will be located in Pune, the second largest city in Maharashtra,
after Mumbai. Production will start in the first quarter of 2019 and the workforce is expected to grow to 800 in 2027.
Pune offers favourable conditions in terms of the ease of doing business, skilled manpower availability and also because
of GKNs existing presence in the region.
Invest India Team – Anika Bhasker, Manan Jaisinghani, Swetha Murali
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Invest India facilitates Haier Appliances, Forme and Satkriti in the DMIC zone
Invest India played a vital role in facilitating acquisition of 137.1 acres in Delhi Mumbai Industrial
Corridor (DMIC), Greater Noida when the land size for industrial portion was capped at 85
acres. The state finally agreed for changing the layout and increasing the land size limitation to
accommodate investors. The ground coverage ratio was increased from 40 percent to 55 percent
with assistance from the chief secretary UP and the CEO, DMIC.
Invest India also worked with the government of Uttar Pradesh to get the electronics manufacturing
policy implemented on ground by acting as a bridge between land authorities and UP industries
department and expedited implementation of policies by authorities.

Mediair Healthcare: maker of the revolutionary ‘Oxygen Concentrate Machines’ comes to India
Mediair Healthcare provides oxygen concentrate machines--which are more effective than cylinders — at half the price.
Invest India has played the role of a catalyst in getting Mediair Healthcare a plot for setting up their manufacturing unit in Maharashtra.
Although the investment policy of the Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC), had a minimum investment criterion
of USD 4 million for land to be given on priority, Invest India assisted and guided the Taiwanese-India joint venture to get land in Trans
Thane Creek (TTC) area near Mumbai at a much lower cost.
Invest India Team – Uday Munjal

Invest India Team – Raja Singh Khurana, Uday Munjal
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This year’s jump in World Bank’s EoDB
rankings for India from 130 to 100
was unprecedented. How do you see
this helping India especially in spurring
investments?
Sharp jump in EoDB ranking reflects a clear
resolve on the part of the government
to increase India’s attractiveness as an
investment destination. For foreign
investors, irrespective of the nature of
their business, it comes as an unambiguous
signal that India has moved rapidly on the
reforms front. We have already witnessed
a significant increase in FDI inflow over
these years. Inflows increased from USD
36 billion in FY 2014 to over USD 60 billion
in FY 2017. During the April –December
2017 period alone India has received nearly
USD 36 billion worth of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI).
We are already witnessing a remarkable
uptick in domestic investment as well, which
had slowed down in the wake of the twin
measures – Demonetisation and GST. This
can only grow further as many of the workin-progress EoDB measures take firm root.
Government’s concerted focus on some
of the weak areas pointed out in last year’s
EoDB ranking like – starting a business,
dealing with construction permits, trading
across borders, enforcing contracts – will
further support investment sentiment in the
country.
Multiple efforts of the government
have begun to show results as we see
in the recent uptick in GDP growth.
How do you see the outlook for the
economy in the medium-to-long term?
Recent increase in GDP growth signals a
robust turnaround in growth momentum.
All international organisations and rating
agencies like World Bank, IMF, ADB, S&P
and Fitch’s have confirmed this through

their robust predictions for the economy.
India continues to be hailed as the fastest
growing large economy and World Bank has
projected the economy to expand at 7.3%
in 2018-19 followed by 7.5% in 2019-20.
Personally, I believe India can very well
recapture its 8% plus GDP growth rate in a
few years’ time.
In the previous four years, every year
we have received record FDI. Which
areas do you believe will benefit most
from FDI?
Bold and pragmatic policy reforms have led
to rapid increase in FDI inflows during the
last four years. Importance of any FDI lies as
much in the energy it provides to the specific
sector as the overall buoyancy it brings to the
economy as a whole in terms of growth and
employment generation. Some of the sectors
that have benefitted the most in recent times
are retail, telecommunications, construction,
manufacturing, services, computer software
and hardware. Some others that are likely to
see strong momentum in the coming years
could be defense production, railways and
oil & gas.
As India moves from being a middleincome country to upper middle
income country, what trends do you
see in the Indian consumer goods
market?
As India moves towards being an upper
middle-income country, we will witness a
corresponding change in aspiration levels
of Indian consumers, thereby leading to
very broad based growth in penetration
of consumer goods. Rapid growth in
digital and transportation devices along
with other lifestyle goods/services and
rising importance of e-commerce will be
the distinguishing features of this new
environment. Rising urbanisation and rapid
growth in the number of nuclear families will

be two primary drivers of change. According
to a recent Boston Consulting Group study,
India will become the third largest consumer
economy in the world by 2025.
As per your view, what areas of reforms
should the government focus in future?
With the coming into force of GST, the
broad contours of reforms are largely
complete. Now, it will be about removing
the last glitches and addressing the odd
policy/ regulation gaps. The focus should
now shift to improving ease of doing
business through required administrative
reforms both at the central and state level.
Bharti is one of the largest Indian
multinationals, with operations in
several countries across the globe.
How do you see the role of outward
FDI evolving in future and what policy
measures will help it?
We are living in a globalised world.
Liberalised inflows and outflows are the
hallmarks of such an environment. No
wonder, because of India’s attractiveness as
a much sought after investment destination,
inflows will far outweigh the outflows.
Since outflows or overseas investment by
Indian companies symbolise the genuine
aspirations of Indian entrepreneurs to make
their mark on the global scene, government
should proactively help them with the right
diplomatic and consular support wherever
necessary. In fact ‘support to home-bred
corporates aspiring to make their mark in
foreign markets’ is an extremely powerful
tool used by dominant global powers like
US, China and large European countries.

Mr Sunil Bharti Mittal
Founder & Chairman
Bharti Enterprises

Great Place
to Work® -Certified
July 2018-June 2019

Awarded the best
investment project for the
third year in a row
2016, 2017 and 2018 at the
Annual Investment Meeting (AIM)

UNCTAD
Investment Promotion Award
2016 for excellence in
partnering for
investment promotion

Investment Award
2016 from the
Indian Ocean Rim
Association
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I n d i a a n d R e p u b l i c o f Ko r e a

Towards a New Dawn
Ankita Sharma

Indian visitors to Seoul are often surprised to hear about the legend of Queen
Heo Hwang-ok, an Indian princess named Suriratna (the special gem) who
married the great King Suro of Geumgwan Gaya—an ancient city state in the
Republic of Korea. That the mythical Queen hailed from Ayodhya—India’s
sacred Hindu town—makes the legend even more endearing and remains a

In a special statement during the interaction with the South Korean President and
business representatives, Prime Minister Narendra Modi reflected on the vital
structural reforms initiated by the Government of India.
“More than 14,000 procedural and administrative interventions have been
introduced in the last two years. Today, with faster processes and response time,
incorporating businesses has been made quicker--from 15 days to 24 hours. The time
taken for environmental clearance has reduced from 600 days to 190 days. Structural
reforms have made India one of the world’s most open economies: between 20162017, India received the highest ever annual inflow of USD 60.1 billion in foreign
direct investments. We are today the fifth largest manufacturer in the world, with
a total manufacturing value addition of over USD 420 billion in 2016,” said Prime
Minister Modi.

shining symbol of bilateral relations.

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi with the President of Republic of Korea,
H.E. Mr Moon Jae-in during the latter’s visit to India.

At the same time, all it takes to witness the true extent of South Korea’s deep
imprint on Indian lives, is a quick social experiment. The next time you see an
Indian speaking on a cellphone, driving a car or using an electronic equipment, take
a second look. Chances are, it will be a Samsung handset, a Hyundai vehicle or an
LG device—all prominent Korean companies. In fact, products manufactured by these
companies have grown to become an integral part of many Indian households
and lives. According to an estimate, nearly 150 million Indians are touched
everyday by a product made by a Korean company in India. ‘Efficient- EffectiveStrong’ are epithets that not only describe these products, but also the evolving
and mutually reinforcing India-Republic of Korea relationship.

Buoyed by this natural affinity between the
two nations, the recent state visit of Korean
President Moon Jae-in to New Delhi—his
first to India in the regime of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi—triggered an electric wave of
anticipation and hope. The coming together
of India’s ‘Act East Policy’ and South Korea’s
‘New Southern Policy’ brought to the fore an
eclectic and diverse amalgamation of vibrant
business opportunities. To foster cooperation
between stakeholders, a range of initiatives
aimed at promoting exchange of ideas between
investor delegations and trade bodies were
facilitated. Across the spectrum, businesses
and entrepreneurs on both sides welcomed
the refreshing openness between the leaders
and their common vision for cooperation
and growth. South Korea’s technological
expertise and capital base found a very
attractive match in India’s expanding consumer
base and lucrative market potential, evident in
the eleven Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) and bilateral agreements signed during
Mr Jae-in’s visit.

Providing critical perspectives on India’s
vibrant growth story, Invest India actively
engaged with Korean investors during the
bilateral discussions, by presenting highlights
from key sectors, identifying areas of potential
convergence and signing agreements. The
bilateral meetings held on the sidelines
of the meeting between Mr Modi and Mr
Jae-in featured delegations from the Indian
Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ICCK),
Korean Federation of SMEs (KBIZ), Korea Plus,
Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency
(KOTRA), Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and other
business representatives from supply chain
companies and startups from both nations.
A key highlight of Mr Jae-in’s visit to India was
the inauguration of a new Samsung factory
at Noida, a satellite town of the national
capital that is also an emerging industrial
powerhouse. In a special gesture of mutual
camaraderie, the Indian Prime Minister
and the Korean President travelled to the
factory using the Delhi Metro Rail Service.
Their 45-minute commute from Delhi widely
captured public imagination and struck a
chord with Indian citizens. As the world’s
leading mobile company, Samsung remains
immensely popular in India and sells close to
50 mobile handsets per minute. The expanded
Samsung facility in Noida will be the world’s
largest factory, expected to produce over 12
million mobile phones a month and generate
employment for thousands of young and
skilled Indians. Besides Samsung, more than

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi with President of the Republic of Korea H.E. Moon Jae-in at
Hyderabad House, New Delhi.
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“Another important reform was the roll out of the
Goods and Services Tax, which is the biggest tax
reform in India since independence. As part of
our one nation, one tax endeavour, more than 30
central and state taxes have been brought under a
single national tax. This is also a shining example
of cooperative federalism,” the Prime Minister
added.
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Industry, Mr Suresh Prabhu, stressed
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completely safe from the vagaries of

fillip to the global economy. As the two

between the two countries. I urge
my Korean friends to make this the place
where they invest the most, because
in the next 7-8 years, India will be a
5-billion-dollar economy. And, in the
next 15 years, India will be a USD 10
billion economy. The growth in India is
inevitable. However, we do not want to
grow alone, and we cannot grow alone.
We want to grow with friends. A friend
like Korea has a unique place in our heart,
and therefore, we would like to work with
you. We look forward to collaborating
in manufacturing, services, agriculture,
and all sectors that carry huge potential
of investment. Make India your second

the global market.
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we would be 1.5 billion strong, the largest
human capital on the planet. One billion
of that will be under the age of 35, the
be the youngest nation on the planet
all the way up to 2070. INR 4 trillion is
the value of consumer demand in India
today. We are building five new industrial
corridors and 100 new smart cities. 10

IN THE GOLDEN AGE OF
ASIA
KOREA WAS ONE OF ITS

percent of the world’s population lives in

LAMP BEARERS,

our villages, but every minute 30 people

AND THAT LAMP IS WAIT-

are moving from a village to a city in
India. In the next seven years, 350 million

ING TO BE LIT ONCE

would have moved from a village to an

AGAIN

urban township in India. To this end,
there are 400 airports to be redeveloped,
600 world class railway platforms, 800
new express ways, 10,000 new speed
highways and most importantly, 100

Signed by India and Republic
of Korea
01
02

Joint Statement on Early
Harvest Package of the
Upgraded Comprehensive
Economic Partnership
A g r e e m e n t ( C E PA )

M o U o n Tr a d e R e m e d i e s
For cooperation in the area of trade remedies viz. anti-dumping, subsidy,
countervailing and safeguard measures through consultations and exchange
of information through establishment of a cooperation committee comprising
government officials and domain experts.

To facilitate ongoing negotiations
on upgrading the India-RoK CEPA
by identifying key areas for trade
liberalisation (including shrimp,
molluscs and processed fish).

India’s business potential. “By 2025,

average age of India will be 29, this will

Landmark Agreements

FOR THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE EAST.

03
MoU on Future Strategy
Group
For cooperation in development
of cutting edge technologies for
commercialisation to reap benefits
of the fourth Industrial Revolution.
Thrust areas include Internet of
Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence
(AI), big data, smart factory, 3D
printing, electric vehicle, advance
materials and affordable healthcare
for the elderly and disabled.

04

05

Cultural Exchange Programme for the period
2018 – 2022

MoU on Cooperation in
the field of Scientific and
Te c h n o l o g i c a l R e s e a r c h
between CSIR(India) and
NSC(Republic of Korea)

To deepen cultural and people-topeople relations by providing for
institutionalised cooperation in fields
of music and dance, theatre, art
exhibitions, archives, anthropology,
mass media programmes and museum
exhibits.

For cooperation in scientific &
technological research, including in
areas of affordable water purification
technologies, intelligent transport
systems, new/ alternative materials,
traditional and oriental medicines
and technology packaging and
commercialisation.

million new houses,” said Mr Bagla.
Most of the Korean giants have their
research and development facilities
established in India. R&D centers of
Samsung and LG in Bengaluru are their
latest, outside of Korea and Hyundai’s
R&D centre at Hyderabad is one of

06

07

MoU on Cooperation between Research Design and Standards
Organization (RDSO) and Korea Railroad Research Institute
(KRRI)

MoU on Cooperation in
the field of Biotechnology
and Bio-economics

For cooperation in railway research, exchange of railway related experience and
development of railway industries. Both sides will explore planning and execution of joint
research projects, including setting-up an advanced railways R&D facility in India.

For cooperation in adoption of
biotechnology and big data in health,
medicine, agro-fishery products,
digital healthcare, precision
medicine, brain research and next
generation medical equipment.

five global hubs (others being Korea,
Unites States, Germany and China).

Mr Suresh Prabhu
Union Minister of Commerce and Industry, GOI
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08

09

MoU on Cooperation in the field of ICT
a n d Te l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s

MoU on Cooperation in the field of
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
(MSME) between India and Republic of
Korea

For cooperation in development, modernisation and expansion
of state-of-the-art telecommunication/ICT services and next
generation wireless communication networks such as 5G, cloud
computing, big data, IoT, AI and their applications in services,
disaster management, emergency response, and cyber security.

For cooperation in the development of MSMEs in both
countries and in improving their competitiveness in global
markets. The two sides will also explore the possibility of
establishing an India-RoK technology exchange centre.

10

11

MoU between Government of Gujarat and
K o r e a Tr a d e P r o m o t i o n A g e n c y ( K O T R A )

INVEST INDIA
HIGHLIGHTS DURING THE EVENT

MoU regarding Queen Suriratna Memorial
Project

To enhance industrial and investment relations between
South Korean companies and the state of Gujarat through
cooperation in areas of urban infrastructure, food processing,
agriculture related industries, startup ecosystem, skill training
and development and new and renewable energy. KOTRA
shall open an office in Ahmedabad and will become one of the
partner organisations for the Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit
2019.

To facilitate upgradation and expansion of the existing monument commemorating Princess Suriratna (Queen Hur Hwangok), a legendary Princess of Ayodhya, who went to Korea in AD
48 and married King Kim-Suro. A large number of Koreans trace
their ancestry to this legendary princess. The new monument
will be a tribute to the shared cultural heritage and long-lasting
friendship between India and RoK.

Photo: Anirudh Sarwalia
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Interview with

H.E. Vikram Doraiswami
Former Ambassador of India to the Republic of Korea

Since 2014, India has opened up different
sectors for foreign capital investments and
enhanced the ease of doing business. What
kind of shift have you seen in the perception
of Korean companies, towards India as an
investment destination?
Following the reforms initiated by
our government since 2014 and more
particularly after the visit of Prime Minister
Modi to Korea in May 2015, there has been
a perceptible uptick in Korean interest in
India. There is strong empirical evidence
to show that we have turned a corner in
perceptional terms in Korea: trade is up for
the first time in nearly eight years, by 30%;
investment flows from Korea into India have
picked up, with as much as USD 4.5 bn in
contracted FDI in the past couple of years,
and so on. There is also anecdotal evidence,
as is visible in the number of Korean business
queries, requests for assistance, visits by
business houses to India, and so on.
Korea Plus is a unique G2G initiative to
facilitate Korean investments into India,
with the participation of both governments,
KOTRA and Invest India. What has been
Korea Plus’s contribution in enhancing FDI
into India, and how do you see the road
ahead?
Korea Plus has been a game-changer for our
effort to promote India as an essential part
of the international strategy of any Korean
business house—from conglomerates to
SMEs. Until the establishment of Korea Plus,

we faced great difficulty in managing even
the basics of long-distance facilitation for
business visitors after they left our doorstep.
Today, with Korea Plus, we have the
confidence that our Korean business guests
will be given the best possible support
to persuade them that India is indeed an
inevitable destination for their business.
Looking ahead, Korea Plus would need to
expand its size and develop more specialist
sectoral focus, so that we can try and attract
investors and JVs in clusters—in the sense of
bringing entire ecosystems of production—
to India by targeting, in particular, Korea’s
outstanding and technology -rich SMEs.
Korean brands are leaders in consumer
electronics, consumer durables and
automobile sectors in India. What is the
investment canvas for Korean companies
beyond these sectors, and how can we
convert ‘intent’ to ‘investment’?
Korea has a strong presence in basic
industries as well, which we need to tap.
These include chemicals (basic and fine
chemicals); technical textiles; advanced
materials; new and renewable energy;
defence products; shipbuilding; food
processing and logistics including cold chain
management. We have worked hard to
persuade businesses in these new sectors
to consider the Indian market carefully,
including by sector specific promotional
events, outreach using targeted Korean
language versions of special incentives for
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these sectors, individual, business-specific
outreach, and so on. These efforts have
led to some useful first results including in
chemicals, technical textiles, food processing
and so on.
India is making significant investments
in infrastructure sectors such as ports,
shipbuilding and railways. There is ongoing
cooperation between the countries in
these fields such as rolling stock for Delhi
Metro. How do Korean investors view these
emerging sectors?
Korean businesses are particularly keen on
opportunities in the infrastructure sector.
Many majors including Doosan (power,
construction), Hyundai Rotem (metro and
rail systems); Samsung E&C; Hyundai E&C,
etc are all present in the Indian market and
are keen to win large slices of contracts.
However, we need to step up the processing
speed for our projects, including the payment
process. The main concern is not that E&C
service providers won’t get paid, but the
duration of settlement can sometimes be a
worry for many project services companies.

The recent India-Korea Business Summit
brought
together
several
Korean
enterprises including existing large
businesses in the Indian market and
numerous SMEs. How do you envision the
role and scope of such initiatives, aimed at
promoting Korean SME investments into
India?
The I-K Business Summit has been a flagship
event as it is the only forum at which we have
been able to gather the top most leaders of
the largest Korean companies to come to
India and explore business opportunities.
Their interest in exploring India has the
best possible effect on SMEs, who are then
willing to consider doing business in India
based on the presence of the conglomerates
with which they are affiliated. It also
helps demystify the Indian market for
Korean businesses. Finally, it also makes
our leadership—corporate and national—
accessible to more Korean businesses than
would otherwise be possible under any
normal circumstance.

Finally, what should be the top priorities for
India to enhance future investment inflows
from Korea?
Our top priorities should be to be : a)
Business and sector-specific; (b) Able
to provide clarity regarding quality of
incentives and business opportunities—
including linkages with reliable local business
partners; (c) Technology-specific: we need to
focus on which technologies will have the
most important event in driving growth and
eradicating poverty.

WE H AVE WO RKED VERY
H A RD T O PERS UADE
I NVEST O RS I N N EW
SEC T O R S T O C O NS IDER
I NDI A N MA RKET SERIOUS LY.
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Interview with

H.E. Shin Bongkil
Ambassador of the Republic of Korea to India

Congratulations on your new appointment
as the Ambassador of the Republic of Korea
to India. How do you see the India-Korea
relationship and what is your vision for
stronger bilateral business ties?
South Korea and India share a common
vision towards building a conducive business
environment in their own countries.
Relations between India and Korea are
based on strong historical ties, shared
cultural heritage, commitment to democracy
and a mutual desire to strengthen our longterm comprehensive strategic partnership.
Historically, our political relations with India
have been very warm and cordial. I believe
this is the opportune moment for Korean
investors to come to India and explore this
land of unlimited opportunities.
The Indian government has been actively
making policy changes to enhance the
ease of doing business in India. In this light,
how do Korean investors and companies
view India and what is the potential for
expansion?
It’s great to know that India has been
continuously moving up in the Ease of
Doing Business rankings. Since the launch
of the ‘Make in India’ initiative, the investor
community has witnessed several ease of
doing Business measures undertaken by
the Government of India including FDI
liberalisation in several sectors, introduction
of Goods & Services Tax (GST), Insolvency
& Bankruptcy Code etc. Korean companies
evaluate India as a huge market which
offers a huge untapped potential for Korean
companies to manufacture, sell to and export

from India. Several Korean companies
including Hyundai, Samsung and LG have
become the household names and are
considered as the most trusted brands in
India. One of the key strengths of the Korean
companies is the capability to respond
to the changing dynamics of the market.
Going forward, investments in research
and development will be the key success
factor for South Korea in India. Based on the
exceptional success of the existing Korean
companies in India combined with the huge
market potential, South Korean companies
foresee India as one of their favoured
investment destinations.
Korean companies currently account
for more than half the market share in
consumer electronics and durables, and are
also a major player in the auto industry. In
your opinion, what more can be done to
boost Korean investment in India and widen
the canvas of opportunities?
Players who entered India were successful
because they adapted to the Indian
conditions at the right time. Be it Hyundai
cars or LG phones, their success can be
attributed to their correct strategy in gauging
the huge Indian market and understanding
the economics related to it. Apart from
the Electronics & Automobile sectors,
India is also seeing a growing interest of
Korean companies in textiles, chemicals and
food processing sectors due to the stable
business environment generated in India in
the last 3-4 years. Its GDP growth over the
past few years has been simply phenomenal.
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Today, bilateral cooperation is booming and
many Indian companies want to partner
with Korean companies. What would be
your advice for Indian entities looking to
explore fruitful partnerships with Korean
companies?
Indian companies can play the most
important role in bridging the cultural gap
between the two countries. To build a
strong and long-lasting relationship, Indian
companies should learn more about the
Korean culture and society. Just like India,
Korea too shares a great sense of pride in
saying that its society is built on an ageold value system that gives trust and faith,
utmost importance in developing a lifelong
people to people connect. Indian companies
have always been very welcoming and warm
in receiving foreign companies and their
hospitability is second to none.
Korea Plus is envisaged to be the first point
of reference for Korean investors in India.
How will it contribute to future Korean
investments?
Korea Plus team is a unique initiative in
facilitating India-Korea engagement with
the participation of governments of both
countries along with KOTRA and Invest
India. By virtue of being the first point of
reference for Korean investors in India, this
unique partnership model between Korea
and India has contributed immensely to the
growth of Korean companies in India and will
continue to do so in the future as well. This
bilateral initiative between the governments
of India and Korea to promote and facilitate
Korean investments into India comprises of
representatives from the Ministry of Trade,

Industry and Energy (MOTIE), Government
of the Republic of Korea, Korean Trade
Investment Promotion Agency (KOTRA) and
Invest India, which is the national investment
promotion and facilitation agency of
the Government of India. Joint team of
investment specialists from both countries
have facilitated more than 100 cases in
various sectors in two years of inception.
We at the Embassy of the Republic of Korea
in India look forward to work more closely
with the Korea Plus team to further deepen
India-Korea economic relations.
How do you view the role of investment in
technology, and in what way can India and
Korea collaborate to make technological
breakthroughs?
Korea Institute of Science and Technology
(KIST), the premier research organisation
in Korea, opened Indo-Korea Science and
Technology (IKST) centre at the Indian
Institute of Science, Bengaluru. It visualises
itself as being the platform for advancing
science and engineering to develop nextgeneration technologies for the common
benefits of the two countries. Major
companies of South Korea such as Samsung
and Hyundai have their biggest R&D centres
outside Korea, in India. India has a very robust
R&D ecosystem. This gives a significant
opportunity for multinational corporations
across the world due to its intellectual capital
available in the country. Legions of Indian
engineers working across the globe highlight
the highly trained manpower available at
competitive costs. Consequently, several
MNCs have shifted or are shifting their R&D
base to India. These bases either develop
products to serve the local market or help
the parent company overseas to deliver
new innovative generation of products
faster to the markets across the world. It
is now that the Indian and Korean industry
must strengthen collaboration by leveraging
complementary strengths and expertise of
the two countries.

Apart from investment and trade relations,
please share your thoughts on the other
key areas of bilateral cooperation, such as
cultural and social collaboration?
Indian food and films are becoming popular
among Koreans. The Indian film industry in
the recent past has also tasted success by
producing remakes of Korean films. It clearly
shows that the differences in our cultures
have started narrowing. Co-production of
Indian and Korean films should be promoted.
People in Korea have also started realising
the health benefits of Yoga. Embassy
of India in Seoul and the Indian Culture
Centre, Busan has put considerable efforts
to create awareness about Yoga. Korean
food is already famous in major Indian
metros like Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and
Bengaluru because of the large number of
Korean expats residing in these cities. Going
forward, much more can be done by both
sides to familiarise with each other’s culture
and come closer.
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One such facilitation includes a
leading South Korean spandex
manufacturer for which the team
identified opportunities in India and
conducted a comparative analysis
of the India market vis-à-vis other
emerging markets. The inputs shared
by the team helped the investor
to firm-up its decision to set up its
greenfield manufacturing plant in
India. Additionally, the team conducted
location analysis for the investor to
identify potential industrial areas
and sites in different states. With the
assistance of Korea Plus, the investor
was able to shortlist and finalise a
suitable location in Maharashtra.

‘ Ko r e a P l u s ’

The Gateway for Korean
Investors in India
The Korea Plus Team

After his historic trip to Mongolia, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
reached Republic of Korea on the morning of 18 May 2015 as part
of his three-nation tour. While several international issues were
discussed, and many agreements were inked, the two countries
also agreed to sign a historic pact for the formation of a special
team to handhold the Korean investors in India. The Republic of
Korea was the second country after Japan with which such a G2G
initiative was planned. The initiative was expected not only to give
impetus to the ‘Make in India’ programme but also to strengthen
economic relationship between the two countries.

mentioned in all the leading national newspapers. The publicity
was well received by the team, but at the same time it also raised
expectations from the initiative.
Essentially Korea Plus started as a G2G collaboration and it
took a little while for the team members to understand and
complement each other’s style of working. But, the common goal
of promoting, facilitating and retaining Korean investments in
India remained clear from the very beginning. Korea Plus acted
as a one-stop agency for Korean investors and worked closely
with the embassies, central and state governments, industry
associations and corporates to generate leads and facilitate
Korean investments. The team provided business advisory and
facilitation to more than a hundred Korean companies in a
span of just two years since its inception. Korea Plus not only
gave facts-based inputs for decision-making but also provided
handholding facilitation support to execute Korean investments.

Almost a year later in June 2016, ‘Korea Plus’ was officially
launched at the Hotel Ashok, New Delhi in the presence of
a small yet distinguished gathering of key Korean investors,
government officials and the Ministers of Commerce and
Trade from both sides. Although the event didn’t witness a
major media presence, surprisingly the news of the launch was
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The team assisted one of the leading
electronics manufacturers in obtaining
the ‘Ultra-Mega’ status and availing the
incentives for its expansion project.
The team’s aftercare support bolstered
investor’s confidence in the governance
system of India.

“

Thanks for all your support in arranging
meetings with state government officials,
they have in principle agreed to resolve all
major issues. Thanks a lot for your support.
A Leading Korean Electronics
Manufacturer

”

“

One of the key findings observed by
Korea Plus is that earlier, most Korean
companies adopted the organic route
to enter and expand in India. However,
it is evident from recent M&A deals
including Lotte Havmor and CJ Darcl
Logistics that with the changing
dynamics, Korean investors are ready
to try new suitable expansion models.
On the other hand, joint ventures seem
to be the ideal current strategy for
Korean food-processing companies
navigating their way through the
complexity of Indian taste-buds. But,
there is an unrealised potential for
Korean food businesses as Indian
consumers are becoming more agile.

Timebound resolutions to the issues
of existing investor is the key to
not only reinvestments but also to
attracting new investments. Korea
Plus understands and acknowledges
this fact very well, and endeavours to
address the issues of Korean investors
and undertake policy advocacy on their
behalf with the Government of India.

Korea Plus has also been playing a key
role in the increased collaboration
between India and the Republic of
Korea. The team was a ‘Knowledge
and Investment Facilitation’ partner
to organise the India-Korea Business
Summit, held in February 2018 and
was attended by CXOs of a significant
number of South Korean companies
interested in exploring the Indian
market. It was also the investment
facilitation partner for India-Korea
Business Forum held in July 2018. The
team participated and presented at
several business events and seminars
in India and Korea to create awareness
about the opportunities in the Indian
market and the future possiblities.

Korea Plus also facilitated the
market entry of a leading automobile
manufacturer from South Korea,
which planned to set up a greenfield
manufacturing facility with an
investment of USD 1 billion and
a combined direct and indirect
employment of more than 10,000. The
efforts of the team were received with
great applause from the investor.
We along with the entire team, wish to
express our sincere gratitude for all the
support and assistance extended to us
by you in connection with our feasibility
study on investing and setting up our first
manufacturing unit in India. We further
wish to express our appreciation for the
assistance provided by Korea Plus which has
been helpful for us in making an informed
decision.
A Leading Korean Automobile
Manufacturer

”
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In this scheme of things, Invest India plays
a significant role. In fact its sector and state
teams are the backbone of the initiative. Their
knowledge and relationship with states brings
tremendous value and their collaboration
helps Korea Plus in executing projects
productively.
To increase engagement and target more
investment, Korea Plus has identified key
sectors based on the outward investment
scenario of Korea, and the interest received
from Korean companies. The shortlisted
sectors include automobiles, electronics, foodprocessing, chemicals and textiles. The team
plans to increase investor outreach through
sector-specific programmes, workshops and
closed forums. MSMEs in Korea account for
a significant share of the employment and
require much more handholding support to
enter foreign territories for expansion. Korea
Plus has laid out a roadmap to engage and
facilitate Korean MSMEs and plans to utilise
the existing incubation centres in India for
them.
Korea Plus has become the nodal agency
to drive and execute Korean investments in
India. It is the ‘Gateway for Korean Investors in
India’. With India’s drive to create a conducive
environment for foreign companies and South
Korea’s mighty manufacturing engines rapidly
expanding in foreign markets, there is no
doubt Korea Plus has a substantial role to
play.
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Interview with

Mr Kwon Pyung-oh

President & CEO
Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency (KOTRA)

In the light of reinvigorated vision and policy
changes, in both India and Korea, what
do you see as the major innovation and
economic opportunities that exist in the
bilateral relationship? How do the Korean
investors and companies view India?
At the Korea-India Summit on July 10,
the leaders of the two nations announced
the ‘Korea-India Vision Statement,’ a new
vision to revitalise the bilateral relationship.
This vision seeks to combine Korea’s ‘New
Southern Policy’ with India’s ‘Act East Policy’
to form a new partnership in creating a future
growth engine. Challenges presented by
unprecedented changes in the global trade
environment, driven by protectionism and
the Fourth Industrial Revolution, cannot be
overcome without innovation. Korea and
India, the two prominent innovators on the
global stage today, can spur remarkable
economic development based on innovation.
Korea
has
world-class
technological
capabilities in mass production and
commercialisation, while India has abundant
labour and service capabilities including its
IT services. Thus, if Korea and India work
together, they can produce outstanding
products and services to supply worldwide,
overcoming the barriers stemming from
protectionist measures. Furthermore, the
two countries can lead new industries in
the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
through cooperation. Korea and India rank
ninth and tenth, respectively, in the global
ICT industry, which is the foundation of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. Korea ranks
among the top in electric vehicles, robots,
AR/VR, smart green ships as well as new and
renewable energy. India ranks second in the
world in AI and is also a leader in big data,

medical science, and the bio industry.
For more than 30 years, Korean companies
have been investing in India, with Samsung
electronics, Hyundai Motor Co. and LG
electronics growing together along with
India. Korean investors and companies are
highly interested in India, knowing it will
emerge as a global manufacturing base and
a Fourth Industrial Revolution powerhouse;
thus, bilateral relations are expected to
develop faster in the days to come.
Manufacturing and services remain the key
sectors for India-Korea partnership. How do
we grow our economies together and what
are the areas of common interest?
India is currently the fastest growing country
in the world and is very likely to be the second
largest global manufacturing hub after China.
Korea will be a partner to India as it grows to
become a global manufacturing hub. Korea
possesses a high-level of competitiveness
in the manufacturing industries such as
automobiles, electronics, steel, shipbuilding
and chemicals. Recently, renewable energy,
food processing, medical and bio technologies
have also garnered much attention. On the
other hand, India is very competitive in the
field of specialised services such as ICT
software, engineering, business services,
and aviation, as well as production of raw
materials and source technology. This is why
a synergy effect is expected to be created
when companies from both countries partner
together. Moreover, the world is transitioning
into an era of ‘Servitisation’ which increases
the value added by combining products
and services. The combination of the
manufacturing and service sectors in Korea

and India will serve as a prime example of
how economic growth can be achieved
through cooperation between two nations.
To improve the partnership between the
manufacturing and service industries, we
need to build closer partnerships based on
the needs and capabilities of both countries.
The most effective type of partnership is the
combination of companies in terms of value
chain and win-win cooperation. KOTRA
supports the establishment of all value
chain partnerships in various fields such as
automobiles and ICT, and from the product
development stage to aftercare services.
What has been the role of government in
facilitating the economic dialogue between
India and Korea? How do you see the role
of Invest India and KOTRA in taking the
relationship forward?
The Korean government has established a
broad framework for economic cooperation
between the two countries and has overseen
this cooperation unfold. Since taking office in
May 2017, President Moon Jae-in has been
continuously saying that he will strengthen
the relationship with India, and during his
recent state visit to India, he expressed
willingness to promote the status of the
relationship to that of the traditional four
major countries (United States, Japan, China
and Russia). The leaders of the two countries
agreed to expand bilateral trade, which is
currently at USD 20 billion, to USD 50 billion
by 2030. To produce such achievements, the
government’s role, including the immediate
revision of the India-Korea CEPA and the
increase of exchanges in the service sector, is
certainly important.

Just as important as the role of the
government is the institutional follow-up
of locomotive workers that help sustain
cooperation in the private sector. KOTRA and
Invest India, the major institutions related
to economic cooperation between the two
countries, must assume the role of enablers.
KOTRA and Invent India should serve as
one-stop channels for companies to engage
in bilateral exchanges to resolve corporate
grievances and take various requests to the
government to initiate improvement.
Korea Plus is envisaged to be the first point
of reference for Korean investors in India.
Please also share your views on the role
and contribution of Korea Plus. How will it
contribute to future bilateral investments?
Since its opening in June 2016, Korea Plus
has made a significant contribution to Korean
companies entering the Indian market, and
Prime Minister Modi has mentioned Korea
Plus several times in his speeches. Notably,
Korea Plus played an important role in the
expansion of the Samsung Electronics plant
and in Kia Motors’ new investment endeavor
in Anantapur.

What significance does India have in Korea’s
‘New Southern Policy’?
The New Southern Policy is at the core of
Korea’s national development strategy and
aims to create a win-win and prosperous
community with the nations participating
in this vision. The South Korean president’s
recent state visit to India occurred within
the greater framework of realising the
New Southern Policy. India is a key country
in actualising the design of the Future
Community Initiative through 3P Plus, which
was announced during the visit, while Korea
is an important partner in India’s Act East
Policy. The bilateral relationship has already
taken a leap forward to become a Special
Strategic Partnership in 2015, and now,
India has an increasingly special and specific
status in the realisation of the South Korean
government’s new policy toward the South.
India not only has great growth potential
but also has an industrial structure that
complements Korea. Korean companies have
much to offer to the ‘Make in India’ campaign
as well as to infrastructure development.
Emotional sympathy such as democracy and
people-centered values also runs deep.

India comprises of 29 states, understandably
having differences in systems and business
environments. As such, the costs are too
high for Korean companies hoping to enter
the Indian market to investigate all of the
differences that exist. This is where Korea
Plus comes in, to help Korean companies
reduce entry costs by providing information
and guidelines on industries, locations,
central and state policies as well as incentives,
which are all helpful in attracting foreign
investment.
In addition, it is important for Korea Plus
to take on the role of intermediary and
mediator between Korean companies and
India. By utilising its networks with the
central and state governments, Korea Plus
has been contributing to solving a plethora of
challenges faced by Korean companies while
conducting local activities. In the future, the
joint research and seminars between the two
countries, such as the KOTRA and the India
Awards, will help boost exchanges between
the two nations.

KOTRA currently operates five KOTRA offices in New Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, and Kolkata to help Korean companies invest in India. The sixth KOTRA office in Ahmedabad is currently under
preparation for opening.
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Future bilateral relations have ample room
for further development in numerous areas,
including politics, diplomacy, economy
and culture. Just as India has a substantial
meaning in Korea’s New Southern Policy, it
is expected that Korea will also be part of the
‘New India Vision’ of the Indian government,
and the two countries will truly become
special strategic partners.
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20 Glorious Years of
‘Making in India’

EVOLUTION OF A REVOLUTION
Hyundai Motor India entered into the Indian
market in 1998 with innovative and the first
tall boy design–SANTRO equipped with
multi-fuel injection and Bharat Stage - II
technology, which was a great gift to India
and changed the outlook of the Indian
auto industry. The SANTRO sold more
than 1.85 million units worldwide from the
Hyundai India manufacturing plant. With the
commitment to bring-in the best technology
to Indian customers, CRDi (Common Rail
Direct Injection) technology was first
brought-in by Hyundai and was launched in
year 2002 with ACCENT CRDi. The success
of SANTRO and ACCENT was followed by
many global premium brands – SONATA,
TERRACAN, ELANTRA and GETZ.

Evolution of a
Revolution
Y.K. Koo

MD & CEO, Hyundai Motor India Ltd

Hyundai Motor India Limited (HMIL) is the second largest
manufacturer of passenger cars and the largest exporter since
inception in India. Hyundai’s remarkable successful journey of 20 Years
in India and its commitment to offer world-class modern premium
and benchmark products has met customers aspirations since 1998.
Hyundai Motor India has sold 5,300,967 units in the Indian market
and 2,703,581 units in exports globally. In June 2018, Hyundai Motor
India achieved the fastest 8 millionth milestone with the roll-out of
India’s most loved and awarded SUV – The ‘New 2018 CRETA’.

MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE
Spread over 535 acres, Hyundai plant
near Chennai is a state-of-the-art
depiction of a true manufacturing
excellence. The eight millionth
production milestone is achieved
through advanced production
technology, best quality checks and
rigorous testing of cars to deliver
clean, safe and connected mobility to
the customers.
In the journey of 20 years of
production in India, the first plant
was commissioned in the year 1998
followed by the second plant in 2008
in the same vicinity for a cumulative
production of 700,000 cars per
annum to meet the growing demands
from domestic and overseas markets.
Hyundai introduced the concept of
‘My Place My Pride (MPMP)’ at the
Chennai Plant.

Hyundai rolled-out its first millionth car, SANTRO, in 2006, just
eight years after commencement of commercial production in 1998.
Thereafter, production picked up momentum, with the next ‘million
milestone’ being achieved within an average of 18 -19 months.
Hyundai’s consistent focus towards delivering the world-class quality
of its ‘Modern Premium’ products led to highest-ever domestic sales
of 5,36,241 units – a growth of 5.2 percent in 2017-18.
Commenting on ‘20 Years of Manufacturing Excellence in India’, Mr
Y.K. Koo, MD & CEO, Hyundai Motor India Limited said, “Evolution
of a Revolution is Hyundai’s DNA. Eighth millionth milestone is a
momentous and landmark achievement in the history of Hyundai
Motor India. Hyundai is the only manufacturer to achieve this feat
in the shortest span of time while strengthening our manufacturing
excellence, customer experience, marketing innovation and Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR). In our evolving journey to becoming India’s
most loved and trusted brand, we have pushed the boundaries and
taken on new challenges at every step. Our vision is to deliver on
the promise of becoming the ‘Lifetime Partners in Automobile and
Beyond’. I dedicate this achievement to our valuable customers and
every member of the Hyundai family.”

The MPMP rests on six pillars of
• Safety
• Quality and Efficiency
• Weight Reduction
• Cost Reduction
• Work Place Cleanliness
• Work Morale

Hyundai Motor India - Manufacturing Plant
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To understand the needs of Indian
customers and to strengthen Indian
product portfolio and development of
global cars adaptive to local terrain
Hyundai R&D Centre was set-up
in Hyderabad in year 2006 to offer
steady support to Namyang R&D
center and Hyundai Motor India plant.

The implementation of MPMP has
helped Hyundai Motor India plant
win the Innovative Award in 2016,
Platinum Award for Excellence &
No.1 Plant Safety Award in 2017 by
Hyundai Motor Company.
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MARKET LEADERSHIP
Hyundai Motor India volumes have
increased year-on-year by bringing-in
trendsetting and benchmark products
like Hyundai i10, ELITE i20, XCENT,
VERNA and India’s most preferred
SUV CRETA. All products have
revolutionised the perspective of auto
industry by offering best-in-segment
products. Launched in 2015, CRETA
heralded a new chapter in the Indian
SUV market and became the best-insegment and the most awarded car.
Hyundai has become the only Indian
auto manufacturer to win five Indian
Car of The Year (ICOTY) awards for
i10, GRAND i10, ELITE i20, CRETA &
Next Gen VERNA.
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CUSTOMER FIRST

CARING BRAND

Since 1998, Hyundai Service has
ensured ‘Right Here, Right Care’ for a
hassle free brilliant customer service
experience. Over 5.2 Crore cars have
been serviced till date supported
by many customer centric programs
for the good health of Hyundai
Cars. Hyundai has been expanding
its product portfolio with best- insegment products, strengthening the
sales and service network with 493
dealerships and more than 1,309
service points across India. On the
occasion of the 20th anniversary
celebrations, every Hyundai car now
comes with a three year warranty and
roadside assistance for a complete
peace of mind. Hyundai’s increasing
customer preference and trust has
been further reinforced with the No.
1 position in JD Power 2017, India
Customer Service Index study 2017.

For ‘Giving Back’ to the society,
Hyundai Motor India Foundation
was formed in the year 2006
for CSR activities. Hyundai has
constantly worked across community
development, skill development,
health care, educational and
vocational training, environment,
traffic, safety and art spheres to bring
a positive change in the community.
To realise and contribute towards the
Government’s ‘Skill India’ mission,
Hyundai Motor has been associated
with over 48 ITIs and seven
polytechnic tie-ups with retaining the
talent from these institutes. Hyundai
Motor has adopted three villages
under the Dream Village Project
with an aim to create sustainable
development by empowering the
community by creating employment
opportunities and improving health
by proving cleanliness and sanitation.
To protect the environment under the
Green Move, approximately 3.25 lakh
saplings have been planted across
650 acres benefitting 210 farmers.

EXPORT LEADERSHIP

Motor

India’s Sales

Milestones
1 MILLION
2006

7 Yrs 6 Months

2 MILLION
2008

2 yrs 7 Months

3 MILLION
2010

1 Yr 9 Months

4 MILLION
2012

1 yr 7 Months
As India’s largest passenger car
exporter since inception, HMIL forms
a critical part of HMC’s global export
hub. In the year 1999, Hyundai Motor
India started its journey by shipping
20 SANTROs to Nepal. Today
Hyundai Motor India has significantly
contributed 40 percent of passenger
vehicle exports from India with
volume of 2.7 million vehicles since
the year 1999. Hyundai Motor India
currently exports to over 88 countries
across Africa, Middle East, Latin
America and the Asia Pacific.

5 MILLION
2013

1 Yr 6 Months

6 MILLION
2015

1 yr 7 Months

7 MILLION
2016

1 Yr 5 Months

8 MILLION
2018

1 yr 7 Months

Alongside our educational and
sustainability CSR programs, Safe
Move - Road Safety Campaign has
reached over 2,00,000 students
in 292 schools and over 23,000
residents and 146 RWA’s across 16
cities. ‘#BeTheBetterGuy’ campaign
spearheaded by our corporate
brand ambassador Mr Shah Rukh
Khan is one of the most significant
programmes in the country today
focused on creating behavioural
change towards road safety. Through
this campaign Hyundai has reached
out to a large number of people
including young children to educate
them about their safe driving
practices.

Interview with

Mr Herbert Lee
Secretary General, Indian Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ICCK)

India and the Republic of Korea have always
shared a fond interest for each other. In
light of a renewed friendship what do you
perceive as potential opportunities for the
two countries?
It is a positive sign that India and Korea’s
trade has become more active over the last
12 months. If this trade rate continues to rise,
it would create significant impact for both the
nations.
I think one of the key economic opportunities
is in the infrastructure sector. Once the MoU
with South Korea Highway Information
System is accomplished, there will be several
economic synergy effects such as creation of
job opportunities, sharing of technology and
strengthening the relationship. Over the last
few decades Korean investors saw China as
their biggest potential market and carried out
an aggressive investment in China. But aging
population and the rise in competitiveness
from domestic firms in China made the market
loose its attraction. Now the Korean investors
started have started to insist on India as
the most prospective market in Asia and
began to build up the trade relationship with
India. Korean companies believe that they
could grow together with Indian companies
which are growing rapidly. Recently, the
Indian government has eased the foreign
investment regulations and Korean investors
realised that this is the right time to invest in
India. Most of the investor and companies in
Korea view India as the next China and are
willing to cooperate with Indian government
and companies in the coming future for the
benefit of both the countries.
What are some of the key sectors that will
further enhance India-Korea economic
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relations?
For India, South Korea can be a reliable
partner that can help to modernise India’s
physical and social infrastructure – from
roads to railways, and from schools to
sewage treatment plants. In fact, PM Modi
has frequently mentioned South Korea in his
speeches when stressing the importance of
infrastructure for economic growth. With
Korean investors already showing interests
in the Modi government’s plan for a USD
4-5 billion infrastructure fund, cooperation
in infrastructure will only help the Indian
economy.
Manufacturing is another area where synergy
can be amplified. Goldman Sachs recently
published a report titled How India Can
Become the Next Korea, and concluded that
India should adopt the Korean model to boost
its manufacturing, considering a remarkable
resemblance between the current Indian
economy and the South Korean economy of
the 1970s. Hyundai Motors is one example
of how a Korean car manufacturer has been
making immense contribution to India’s
manufacturing sector as well as exports, by
producing 600,000 cars a year and exporting
230,000 of them to more than 120 countries
from its Chennai plant. With easier access
to doing business in India under the new
government, more Korean companies
from a variety of sectors including defense,
shipbuilding, garments, and electronic
goods will be investing in India’s future by
building factories, transferring commercial
technology, and generating more local
employment.
What has ICCK’s experience been in
facilitating Indian investment in Korea and
Korean investment in India?
ICCK has a big role to play in this scenario,
by serving business information, holding
seminar or events and broadening the
network of Indian and Korean companies.
Many companies ask for the information
of business partners or route for extending
their business to the other country. It is too
early to quantify the benefits but I can add
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that in 2018, bilateral trade between Korea
and India increased by over 25 percent after
being stagnant for last 2-3 years.
How has the government facilitated the
economic dialogue between India and
Korea? And how do you see the role of Invest
India and ICCK in taking the relationship
forward.
The Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Agreement (CEPA), which came into force
on 1 January 2010, provided the impetus to
form a Chamber of Commerce in Korea to
represent the interests of Indian businesses
and advocate positions that would enhance
commerce between the two countries. At the
behest and encouragement of the Embassy
of India in Seoul and members of the Indian
community in Korea, Korean supporters of
a strong India-Korea partnership, the Indian
Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ICCK)
was formally established in January 2010.
ICCK plays a major role in the economic
development and trade promotion between
India & Korea.
ICCK’s mission is to foster economic
development and enhance quality of trade
between India and Korea through:
Development: promote Indian investments
in Korea and Korean investments in
India that leads to economic and cultural
development.
Awareness: share business information on
India to Korean businesses and on Korea to
Indian businesses.
Advocacy: advocate and support trade
policies that increase commercial relations
and improve quality of trade between India
and Korea on behalf of the stakeholders.
ICCK serves as the nodal organisation to
help state and provincial governments and
businesses in India and Korea to maximise
economic and cultural opportunities.
ICCK arranges meetings with Korean
businesses
when
state
government
delegations visit India. ICCK also arranges
speakers’ forum, networking events & the
annual Diwali Ball giving our members
various opportunities to network.
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Po w e r i n g I n d i a ’ s

Growth Story
Doosan is a global ‘Infrastructure Support Business (ISB)’
provider.
As Korea’s first modern company that opened its doors
in 1896, Doosan has gone through many changes and
significant growth over the years. Toward the end of the
1990s, we started to make bolder, innovative moves at an
unprecedented rate to completely reshape ourselves, and
have achieved remarkable growth. As a result, Doosan has
established itself as a world-class Infrastructure Support
Business (ISB) provider, with about 40,000 employees in
38 countries.
The ISB is both a growth engine and the key to our global
expansion, and Doosan is committed to enriching people’s
lives through its ISB. We build and operate infrastructure
in the public and private sectors in a wide range of areas
spanning from energy to the manufacturing of components,
parts and machinery, as well as construction, civil
engineering and other value-added services.
Doosan Heavy Industries & Construction, a leading power
plant supplier, is sharpening its focus on India.
As a global leader in the power and water sectors, Doosan
Heavy Industries & Construction has an extensive global
footprint in the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, South
East Asia and more, and it has greatly contributed to the
growth of Doosan.
In focusing on the high growth potential of the Indian
market, the company established Doosan Power Systems
India (DPSI) in 2012. DPSI launched a massive localisation
initiative with an aim to strengthen its business operation
capacity in the areas including the manufacturing of
supercritical boiler and pressure vessels, design, business
management, procurement, construction, process
and quality management. The company also looks to
deliver growth and maximise profits by gaining a strong
competitive edge in the Indian market in the mid to
long -term.

Doosan Power Systems India Pvt. Ltd (DPSI)
factory at Chennai, India
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Mundra Ultra Mega
Power Project

Doosan Bobcat established Doosan
Bobcat India (DBIN), its Indian subsidiary,
in 2007. It has 25 channel partners across
India and six local offices with bases in
Chennai. DBIN is focused on its skid-steer
loader and compact excavator businesses.
It leads the skid-steer loader market
with a market share of over 60 percent.
The company’s compact excavator
business has also grown at a rapid rate,
maintaining its 20 percent market share
for four years.
Doosan Bobcat recently acquired a
manufacturing facility in southern
Chennai, India, to produce backhoe
loaders. With a lot area of 80,000 square
meters and a building area of 15,000
square meters, the facility is capable of
producing more than 8,000 units annually.
Doosan Bobcat plans to continue to make
investments in the facility until 2030 and
expand its lineup to produce skid-steer
loaders and mini excavators.

Doosan Heavy Industries & Construction first set foot
in India’s power plant market in 1994 with successful
completion of the Hazira Combined Cycle Power Plant
(CCPP). Later, the company successfully deployed its
supercritical pressure boiler technology for 660MW
and 800MW thermal power plants, for the first time in
India. Since the establishment of DPSI, the company has
completed nine power plant projects, while six projects
are currently under construction.

agriculture and more. Doosan Bobcat products, coupled
with more than 450 attachments, offer versatility, and
the company’s expansive network with more than 1,500
authorised dealers worldwide has long helped solidify its
leading position in the compact construction equipment
market.

Doosan Infracore is a leading machinery
maker that thinks of India as one of its
most important markets.
Doosan Infracore is a world-class
machinery maker, providing top-quality
products and services in the areas of heavy
equipment, engines, attachments, utilities
and more.
Doosan Infracore’s prominent
technologies, high-quality products and
exceptional services have raised customer
satisfaction and thereby increased
its global market share. The company
supplies its flagship products—excavators,
wheel-loaders and Articulated Dump
Trucks (ADT)—to its global housing and
infrastructure construction customers,
as well as the mining and agricultural
industries. More recently, we have been
seeking new growth opportunities in
emerging economies, including the
Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS), South East Asia, Africa and India as
its most important markets.

Doosan Bobcat, the world’s No. 1 compact equipment
maker, seeks a new beginning in the Indian market.

Doosan Bobcat Skid Steer Loader (S570)
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Doosan Infracore is expanding its R&D
investment to develop products that
exceed the expectations of our customers.
The company has completed a global R&D
belt by opening its Global R&D Center
in Korea, its Acceleration Center in the
United States, and its Innovation Center in
the Czech Republic, and is strengthening
its capacity to develop new products and
achieve quality innovation.

Doosan Infracore-Excavator

With its high-efficiency, environmentally-friendly power
plant technology, DPSI has faithfully lived up to the Indian
government’s commitment to power supply development
and carbon emissions reduction. It has also created more
than 1,300 high-quality jobs and has formed win-win
partnerships with its local suppliers by providing them
with systematic technology guidance.

Doosan Bobcat pioneered the compact construction
machine market by introducing the world’s first compact
loader in 1958. Since then, the company has built a
reputation for producing the world’s best compact
equipment for construction, industry, landscaping,

Since 2008, Doosan Infracore has
supplied construction equipment to the
Indian market. This year, the company
has effectively strengthened its sales
channels by signing a major partnership
deal with the national dealer that oversees
sales in the entire nation. With 16 sales
offices and 53 authorized dealers in the
country, Doosan Infracore is committed to
improving the lives of people in India
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Why Home-grown Manufacturing

Begins by Understanding
the Local Needs
Kim Ki Wan
MD, LG

In a journey that started in 1997 in India, LG has truly
stood by its philosophy of bringing innovations that
improve the quality of life for its customers, and India
is no exception. Since its inception in the country two
decades ago, with the setting up of two manufacturing
facilities – in Greater Noida and Pune – LG has
consolidated its market leadership position in the
country. Employing over 5,000 people, the two facilities
focus on manufacturing televisions, a wide range of home
appliances and mobile phones.
The ‘Make in India’ initiative offers further impetus for our
commitment to developing need-based propositions.

Home-grown manufacturing is a critical catalyst in
sustaining the leadership position that ultimately enables
us to develop products based on local consumer insights.
Of significance is LG’s dedicated ‘India Insights Program’
that in a nutshell allows us to start with a need rather
than a technology.

press ahead with our ‘Make in India’ programme, we are also
making a promise of ‘Make for India’ which is a critical success
factor for LG in India. That being said, LG is also focusing heavily
on developing green technology products in response to the
growing environmental challenges, and more importantly, making
consumers aware of the ’green technology’ as a better option.

TODAY, WE MANUFACTURE IN INDIA

For instance, LG introduced ‘mosquito away technology’
in its air conditioners, television and a smartphone
keeping in consideration the season’s harmful mosquitoborne diseases that adversely affect the health of our
consumers.

MORE THAN 90 PERCENT OF ALL
PRODUCTS THAT ARE SOLD IN THE
COUNTRY, AND WE ARE VERY PROUD
OF THIS FACT.

Furthermore, water quality has long been a pressing
concern for consumers in India and the company has
developed the latest LG water purifiers, supported by
Dual Protection Stainless Steel Tank. LG True Water
Purifier gives a promise of absolute purity in three
easy steps: True Filtration, True Preservation and True
Maintenance. In simple terms, the technology that is
featured in the product range will offer the purest form
of drinking water, thus eradicating the water related
health concerns.

In the last 21 years, LG has not rested on its laurels when it
comes to innovation, and of course R&D plays a substantial role
in bringing to life some of the innovations. At LG in India and
globally, we continue to make significant investments towards
talent acquisition, product development and laboratories. We have
over 1,000 engineers working in our R&D unit in Bengaluru who
are responsible, among other things, in developing need-based
innovation for Indian consumers.
In this regard, it is accurate to say that while we continue to
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Against this backdrop, LG has developed a wide range of products
that are energy efficient and which drastically reduce the running
costs while enhancing the performance of the appliance. LG
has taken a lead and shifted the entire AC line-up to inverter
technology, that enhances the performance whilst achieving
energy efficiency. The inverter technology is available in LG’s
home appliance products such as refrigerators, washing machines,
air purifiers and microwave ovens.
In conclusion, the ‘Make in India’ initiative that was launched
four years ago has proved to be a success but there is massive
potential for further growth. One such area is the need for
manufacturers to look at developing products based on local
customer insights. Perhaps this is an area, if addressed properly,
will help India unlock further opportunities for growth in
positioning itself as a leading manufacturing hub, something that
holds true for LG.
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H.E. Moon Jae-in
President of Republic of Korea
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Prime Minister of India

India has a special focus on infrastructure and developing a
world class manufacturing sector. Korea can be a leading partner in
this enterprise. It means that we will manufacture excellent products
for the world market by using Korean technology and India’s
manufacturing and software support. And this is the strength of our
two countries.

India is a land of Buddhism and Hinduism and our relationship goes
back thousands of years old. Today, India has the market and Korea
has the technology. Both the countries have a huge potential to
grow together.

By Korea.net / Korean Culture and Information Service (Photographer name), CC BY-SA 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=58765392

“

Mr Narendra Modi

http://www.bjp.org/en/media-resources/photo-gallery/pm-hd-photo
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Mr Suresh Prabhu
Union Minister of Commerce and Industry,
Government of India

Business requires peace and I appreciate Korea for taking steps to
establish peace in the world. Both countries have huge opportunity
of business. We have already created a ‘Korea Plus’ desk to ease
business transaction between India and Korea and we are also
thinking of creating a SEZ which can only house Korean companies.
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“

Mr Deepak Bagla
MD & CEO,
Invest India

The engine of growth of India, the energy is moving away from
the four metros and towards semi-metros. It has moved to the
smaller towns and cities, it has moved to rural India, to villages. That
is where the power of India is coming from.

Photo: Anirudh Sarwalia
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An Overview of India’s FDI
Policy
by Mr Ishtiyaque Ahmed
Author is a 1992 batch Indian Revenue Service Officer (IT) in India. He
has worked extensively on formulation of FDI policy and facilitation of
foreign of investment, corporate and international taxation, international treaty negotiations and e-commerce sector. He is currently working as
Vice-President in Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor Limited.

SIMPLIFIED
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Introducing
India Investment Grid (IIG)An Invest India Initiative
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in India grew from USD 4.03 billion to USD 60.22
billion. Higher FDI inflows have been possible
due to liberal and attractive policy regime for the
investors, good business climate and minimum
regulatory framework.

Sustained reforms:

An Overview of

India’s FDI Policy
Ishtiyaque Ahmed

India’s FDI policy regime is
transparent and progressive. The
policy per se is comprehensible
and palpable. Every year, a
consolidated document is released
by the Government of India which
captures all intermittent changes and
becomes a single point of reference
for foreign investors. Any change
in the FDI policy is introduced
only after intensive stakeholder
consultation and is available in public
domain immediately. Regulations
governing inflow and outflow of
foreign exchange including foreign
investment is governed under
Foreign Exchange Management Act
1999 (FEMA), an enactment by the
of Parliament of India. The entire
FDI Policy is notified under FEMA
regulations which gives a statutory
enforceability to provisions laid
therein.

Opening of economy:
With the dismantling of the ‘license
raj’ in 1991, India embarked on
a journey of making major policy
reforms. Most of the industries were

de-licensed and foreign technology
collaborations were permitted
in priority sectors. These policy
initiatives helped in attracting foreign
investments, transfer of technology,
skills development and adoption
of global best practices. Domestic
industry benefitted immensely
with these new opportunities and
competitive environment.

Liberal FDI policy:
India has adopted a negative
list approach in the FDI policy
documents by mentioning only
those sectors and activities where
foreign investment is regulated and
(sectors not mentioned in this article)
are open for receiving 100 percent
FDI under automatic route. With
liberalised FDI policy regime, India
has reaped benefits over the years
in larger inflows which in fact rose
faster than the GDP growth rate of
the country. In the year 2001 India
recorded GDP of USD 479 billion
which is now USD 2.597 trillion.
During the same period FDI inflows
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Increased FDI inflows in the country is largely
attributed to coherent and valiant policy
reforms introduced by the Government to bring
pragmatism in the FDI regime. The country
has now become an attractive destination for
receiving foreign investment. A new direction is
given to FDI policy reforms where even the most
conservative sectors like Rail Infrastructure and
Defence are open to 100 percent FDI. Recent
FDI Policy liberalisation has not only raised FDI
cap for different sectors but has done away with
government approval requirements and also
eased the number of FDI linked performance
conditions across sectors. Sector agnostic
reforms like the introduction of composite caps
has brought much needed pragmatism in the
implementation of FDI Policy.

Who Can Invest?
Any non-resident irrespective of status i.e.
company, LLPs, trusts, individuals etc. can
invest in an Indian entity. However, a citizen
of Bangladesh or an entity incorporated in
Bangladesh can invest only after approval by
government. Further, a citizen of Pakistan or
an entity incorporated in Pakistan can invest,
only after government approval in sectors other
than defence, space, atomic energy and sectors
prohibited for foreign investment.

FPIs can invest in the capital of an Indian
company under the Portfolio Investment
Scheme which limits the individual
holding below 10 percent of the capital
of the company with aggregate limit of
24 percent of the capital of the company.
This aggregate limit of 24 percent can
be increased by the Indian company
concerned through a resolution by its
Board of Directors followed by a special
resolution by its general body. However
aggregate foreign investment should
remain within the permitted level of equity
participation for particular sector.

Investee entities:
Indian entities eligible for receiving FDI
are companies, LLPs, SEBI registered
venture capital entities. Investment
vehicles i.e. Real Estate Investment Trusts,
Infrastructure Investment Trusts and
Alternative Investment Funds are also
eligible to receive foreign investment.
FDI policy in India operates on twin
concepts of ownership and control. The
ownership and control of companies and
LLPs are determined on the tests of level
of equity/ capital participation by nonresidents and extent of their control. For
Investment Vehicles, their ownership and
control is determined basis of ownership

and control status of their sponsors and
asset managers.

Ownership and control:
Foreign investment can be directly
remitted by overseas foreign entity into
the capital of Indian investee entity or can
be routed through another investing entity
incorporated in India. The latter category
is treated as downstream investment by
an overseas entity and is equally regulated
under the FDI policy. Methodology of
calculation of foreign investment is kept
simple with key conditions - unless and
until non-resident investing entity is having
more than 50 percent foreign equity
participation or is having control over the
entity- the entire downstream investment
is treated as domestic investment and no
condition of the FDI policy apply on such
investments.

Prohibited sectors:
With the liberalised FDI policy regime, only
limited sectors are prohibited for receiving
foreign investment. These are lottery
business, gambling and betting, chit funds,
nidhi companies, trading in transferable
development rights, real estate business,
manufacturing of cigarettes of tobacco
or of tobacco substitutes and activities

NRIs:
Non-Resident Indians (NRIs) and entities owned
and controlled by NRIs have been given special
status and their investment in India is treated at
par with residents. A liberal definition for NRI is
adopted in the FDI Policy to include not only the
NRI passport holders but also Overseas Citizens
of India card holders having foreign passport.

Foreign Portfolio Investments (FPIs):
Portfolio investments can be made through
the secondary market on the floor of the stock
exchange by foreign portfolio investors and
securities registered with the Exchange Board of
India.
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like atomic energy which are not open
to private sector participation. Foreign
technology collaboration in any form
including licensing for franchise,
trademark, brand name, management
contract is also prohibited for lottery
business and gambling and betting
activities.

Entry routes:
Sectors permitted for receiving foreign
investment can be placed in three
categories. The first category of sectors
where 100 percent FDI is permitted
without any Government approval or
any FDI linked performance conditions.
For these sectors, foreign investors
have complete parity with domestic
investors. Second category is of sectors
where 100 percent FDI is permitted
subject to certain FDI linked performance
conditions. Third category is of limited
activities where the government approval
is required or have caps on receiving
foreign investment. Only last two
categories of sectors are mentioned in the
FDI policy document. However all three
categories of investments are subject to
security conditions and sectoral rules and
regulations.

FDI SIMPLIFIED
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S TAT E M E N T O N C O U N T RY-W I S E F D I E Q U I T Y I N F L O W S
From April 2017 to March 2018
(Amount in USD million)
S. No

Regional Offices
of RBI

Amount of Foreign Direct
Investment Inflows

Percentage with
Inflows

1

MAURITIUS

15,940.79

35.54

2

SINGAPORE

12,180.29

27.15

3

NETHERLANDS

2,800.27

6.24

4

USA

2,094.79

4.67

S TAT E M E N T O N R E G I O N -W I S E F D I E Q U I T Y I N F L O W S
From April 2017 to March 2018
(Amount in USD million)
Approvals:
Approval mechanism for foreign
investment wherever required is simple
and time-bound. Investor or investee
can submit online application to the
Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion on an online portal http://fifp.
gov.in along with the specified documents.
The application is immediately transmitted
to the concerned sectoral ministry for
approval. To avoid any delay in grant of
approvals no inter-ministerial body is
permitted to be constituted to consider
these applications. Consultations are
held only with the Reserve Bank of India
and their comments are obtained online.
Government of India has placed detailed
guidelines for grant of approvals which
are subject to regular monitoring. To avoid
undue hardships to foreign investors it
has been provided that additional infusion
of money within approved levels does
not require fresh approvals. Proposals
involving investments in excess of INR
5000 crore only are brought before the
Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs
for consideration.

Composite cap:
Investment in an entity can be made

by different investors through a variety
of instruments – equity, compulsorily
convertible preference shares and
compulsorily convertible debentures.
Also, all types of foreign investments
made, whether direct or indirect, whether
under FDI window or under Portfolio
Investment Scheme or through SEBI
registered Venture Capital entities,
investment vehicles are considered under
the composite scheme for computing
sectoral cap. Foreign Currency Convertible
Bond (FCCBs) and Depository Receipts
(DRs) being in the nature of debt, are not
included in the sectoral cap. However
any foreign equity resulting from
conversion of any debt instrument under
any arrangement is reckoned under the
sectoral cap.

Regulatory mechanism:
Regulatory mechanism on foreign
investment brought in the country is
kept very simple. There are minimum
reporting conditions to be made to RBI –
(1) At the time of receipt of investment,
reporting required within 30 days, (2)
FC-GPR reporting within 30 days of issue
of shares and, (3) an annual reporting in
form Foreign Liability and Assets (FLA)
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before the 15th day of July of each year.
As FDI is a capital account transaction,
any violation under FDI regulations is
covered under provisions of the FEMA.
Reserve Bank of India administers FEMA
and Directorate of Enforcement under the
Ministry of Finance is the authority for the
enforcement of FEMA. The Directorate
takes up investigation in any contravention
of FEMA.

S. No

Regional Offices
of RBI

States Covered

Amount of
FDI Inflows

Percentage with
FDI Inflows

1

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA, DADRA & NAGAR HAVELI, DAMAN &
DIU

13,422.99

29.92

2

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

8,575.38

19.12

3

NEW DELHI

DELHI, PART OF UP AND HARYANA

7,655.52

17.07

4

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU, PONDICHERRY

3,474.77

7.75

Repatriation:
Sale proceeds of shares (net of taxes) sold
and dividend income earned by a person
residing outside India may be remitted
outside India. In case of FII/FPI, the sale
proceeds may be credited to its special
Non-Resident Rupee Account. In case
of NRI, if the shares sold were held on
repatriation basis, the sale proceeds (net
of taxes) may be credited to his NRE /
FCNR(B) accounts and if the shares sold
were held on non-repatriation basis, the
sale proceeds may be credited to his NRO
account subject to payment of taxes and
applicable remittance restrictions.
Note: Sector specific FDI policy would be
covered in next part.

S TAT E M E N T O N S E C T O R -W I S E F D I E Q U I T Y I N F L O W S
From April 2017 to March 2018
(Amount in USD million)
Sector

S. No

Amount of
FDI Inflows

Percentage of
Total Inflows

1

SERVICES SECTOR (Fin.,Banking,Insurance,Non Fin/Business,Outsourcing,
R&D,Courier,Tech. Testing and Analysis, Other)

6,708.58

14.96

2

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

6,211.84

13.85

3

COMPUTER SOFTWARE & HARDWARE

6,153.20

13.72

4

TRADING

4,348.13

9.69
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India Investment Grid
Chandrima Sinha

India has established its position as one of
the most preferred investment destinations
in the world. The sound economic climate
along with favourable government policies
have attracted investor interest across
multiple sectors. The various government
initiatives, such as Smart Cities Mission
(SCM), Bharatmala and Sagarmala, present
huge opportunities for global investors
to come and contribute to the New India
growth story.
For an average foreign investor, India
remains a land of opportunities with
no easy way to access and distill these
opportunities, with the relevant information
often proving elusive. The government has
encouraged states and central ministries to
provide investors with details of investible
opportunities on their respective websites to
bridge the information gap.

However, with multiple websites and
agencies working in silos, the current
scenario continues to pose a challenge
to potential investors. Often companies
from abroad despite their interest, fail
to get timely information on upcoming
opportunities. In addition, when information
is available, investors find it difficult to
identify the project that match their
requirements.

Introducing IIG
The India Investment Grid (IIG), an
interactive and dynamic web portal, seeks
to eliminate this gap by providing a single
platform to view information on investible
opportunities from across India, showcasing
projects from both the government and
private sector. It also provides a platform for
interested investors to connect with project
promoters.
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An initiative to facilitate the ease of doing
business by the Department of Industrial
Policy & Promotion (DIPP), Ministry of
Commerce, IIG has been developed by Invest
India, the national investment promotion and
facilitation agency.
IIG offers comprehensive information of
projects from all state governments, central
ministries and local bodies. To an investor
looking for an opportunity in India, IIG
caters to specific investor needs through its
enhanced search filters, including project
location, stage, cost and ownership type. In
addition, it enables an investor to express
interest in a project online and connect
with the project promoter. Opportunities
are listed by projects, schemes, states and
sectors, further easing the user friendliness
of the site. The site also offers the investor
with analytical tools to compare and
evaluate opportunities across states and
sectors.

INVEST INDIA

How IIG Benefits?

One-stop Shop Source
A dedicated project portal such as IIG
helps to aggregate the information
that is currently dispersed across city/
state/central level agencies, and across
several central and state government
programs such as Smart Cities,
Bharatmala, Sagarmala, Railway Station
Redevelopment, airport development,
metro projects, etc.

Ease of Matching
IIG provides easy access and smart search
facility to match the investor needs for
sector specific projects. At present,
identifying upcoming opportunities
requires significant effort ranging from
searching across multiple media outlets
to cold calling numerous government
agencies.

Tr a c k i n g M u l t i p l e P r o j e c t s

Real Time Access to Project
Updates
IIG provides easy access and smart search
facility to match the investor needs for
sector specific projects. At present,
identifying upcoming opportunities
requires significant effort ranging from
searching across multiple media outlets
to cold calling numerous government
agencies.

Analyse Opportunities

Investors can now monitor the status
of their preferred projects easily. The
customisable dashboard on IIG makes it
easy to track multiple projects, with instant
notifications on status updates, making
investment decisions easier.

IIG enables an investor to compare how
projects are distributed across regions
and sectors, based on their preferences
and how different states fare in terms of
investible opportunities across sectors.

The portal currently hosts over 4000 projects across sectors, states and government schemes with over 1000 project promoters ready
for collaboration for the investing community. The website (www.indiainvestmentgrid.com) is live and ready for investors to seek
investible opportunities across the length and breadth of the country. Backed by the award-winning facilitation support from Invest India,
IIG has the potential to be a game-changer by bringing the ‘New India’ opportunity to the investor’s fingertips.
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The State has also been awarded various
prestigious awards like:
•

•

Digital India Award 2016 for outstanding
initiatives for cashless transactions
to National Informatics Centre (NIC)
Haryana

•

Digital India ‘Web Ratna State Silver’
2016 award

•

CSI-Nihilent Award of Excellence 2016 in
e-District, e-Governance projects

Interview with

Mr Manohar Lal Khattar
Chief Minister, Haryana

What are some of the policy reforms
implemented by your government which will
make Haryana a preferred destination for
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)?
Our Government took over in 2014 and since
then our first and foremost agenda has been
to strengthen the business climate of the
state, thereby making Haryana a preferred
global investment destination. We are
working continuously towards this goal by
implementing various reforms to reduce the
regulatory burden and attract private sector
participation in the state’s economy.
We formulated a comprehensive Enterprise
Promotion Policy (EEP) 2015 recognising
thrust sectors and offering best in class
incentives to attract investments in the state.
Further, we organised a global investors’
summit - Happening Haryana- which
received an overwhelming response from
the investors. It was a truly global event
wherein 160 international delegates from
12 countries participated. 359 MoUs with
an investment value of INR 5.87 lakh cr were
signed at the event.
We undertook a targeted approach
towards sector development in Haryana by
formulating strategic sectoral policies for
the thrust areas like textile, food processing,
information technology, startup etc. More
than 70 industrial clearances such as
consent to establish, approval of building
plans, electricity connection, consent to
operate, occupation certificate etc. are now
being granted through Haryana Enterprise
Promotion Center (HEPC) within 45 days. It is
completely an online application and service
delivery process and there is no physical

touch point involved in obtaining a particular
permission/ clearance. Since the inception
of HEPC, we have made sure that more than
one industrial clearance is granted in every
district of the State. We have also worked on
standardising construction permit approval
by implementing Uniform Building Code for
the state.
As an outcome of our sincerest efforts,
Haryana is now ranked among the top
performing states in terms of Ease of Doing
Business (EoDB) as per Department of Policy
and Promotion (DIPP), Ministry of Commerce
and Industry, Government of India. In the
past three years, the state has moved from
sixth to second position in the national EoDB
rankings.
What are some of the major milestones you
envision in the path of making Haryana truly
digital and how will it facilitate ease of doing
business in the state?
Haryana is committed to ensure the wellbeing of its people. Technology is a part
of our lives and Haryana understands its
significance. Haryana’s technological vision
is centred on three key aspects namely
digital infrastructure as a utility to every
citizen, governance and services on demand
and digital empowerment of citizens.
Government of Haryana wholeheartedly
supports Government of India’s ‘Digital India’
initiative. The state is working on building
an ecosystem and strengthening the digital
infrastructure to facilitate its people. Haryana
has ensured that the National Optical Fibre
Network reaches 6000 gram panchayats. It
has connected 1277 offices to State Wide
Area Network, provided wi-fi in 119 gram
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panchayats and connected all police stations
with the district and state headquarters
through Crime and Criminal Tracking
Network System (CCTNS). To reduce delays
in offices, the government has initiated the
‘e-Office’ application for digitisation of files in
all the departments.
I truly believe that with technology comes
transparency and using this ideology, we have
developed the most advanced technology
platform for HEPC which has no manual
interventions. We are focused on building a
faceless, cashless and paperless system to
ease investors. Various departments have
also taken key initiatives such as uploading
the inspection reports online and scheduling
online transparent inspections to ensure that
multiple investor touch points are eliminated.
Owing to these initiatives we have been
recognised at the National level as the No. 1
state in:
•

Integrating
property
registration,
mutation and jamabandi process via
Haryana Registry Information System
(HARIS) and Haryana Land Record
Information System (HALRIS) software

•

Aadhar child enrolment

•

Implementation of Rapid Assessment
System (a transparent mechanism for
obtaining end user feedback)

•

Implementing e-TDS system for filing
income tax returns.

GeM of Digital India 2017 for dynamic
integration of property registration, land
records and cadastral maps

We believe this is only the beginning of a
transformational journey for Haryana and
we are committed to re-engineer technology
initiatives so that Haryana is recognised as a
global investment destination.
Happening Haryana 2016 was a resounding
success. Could you please elaborate on the
investment scenario post that and what
investment promotion activities can we
foresee going forwards from Haryana?
Happening Haryana was an overwhelming
success which gave an investment
momentum to the state. Post Happening
Haryana, we have received 16,317
applications (CAF’s) with investment of INR
3 lakh cr and a potential employment for
around 12 lakh people. We have put in place
a strong monitoring mechanism to track the
progress of MoU implementation and I am
happy to share that out of the 359 MoUs
signed during the Happening Haryana event,
136 MoU’s have already been implemented
and the remaining are under various stages
of implementation.
To ensure that a fast-paced investment
momentum is maintained, we have been
aggressively
marketing
policies
and
regulatory initiatives. We recently visited
United Kingdom, Dubai and Singapore for
promoting Brand Haryana. Further, we
intend to organise the second edition of
Happening Haryana somewhere by the end
of this year and continue to project Haryana
as the most suitable investment destination
in the country.

Which sectors are you primarily focusing
for FDI? Can you please highlight the
government initiatives/schemes for those
sectors?
We have envisaged various thrust sectors
in EPP 2015: textile, food processing, IT,
electronics, logistics and warehousing,
pharmaceutical and automobiles. For textile,
food processing, IT/ESDM, we have already
launched targeted sectoral policies which
offer best in class incentives like capital
investment subsidy, employment generation
subsidy, electricity duty exemption, stamp
duty refund etc.
Further, we are also coming up with a
comprehensive
logistics,
warehousing
and retail policy, electric vehicles and
pharmaceutical policies in the next six
months. These policies will offer various
lucrative fiscal incentives and envisage
multiple regulatory measure to reduce the
regulatory burden on the investor.
With the inauguration of Peripheral
expressway (KMP-KGP), well connected
Inland Container Deports (ICD’s) and the
plan to connect Panipat to NCR with high
speed railways, Haryana is emerging as a key
logistic hub to cater to the entire northern
belt. What steps are you taking to promote
the logistics sectors?
As I have already mentioned above, logistics
and warehouse have been identified as the
focus sectors. Multiple factors including
state’s strategic location, proximity to National
Capital Region and most importantly the GST
regime makes Haryana the most suitable
place to setup logistics and warehousing
activities. Realising the potential in the
sector, our government would be launching
the Logistic Warehousing and Retail policy in
the next six months.
While private sector continues to invest,
the state government is also developing
Integrated Multi Model Logistics Hub
(IMMLH) in Narnaul, Mahendragarh. We
are also working towards development of
Kundli-Manesar-Palwal (KMP) economic
corridor that spreads across 135.650 km
to decongest traffic entering Delhi. Around
ten industrial clusters will develop along the
KMP expressway. Phase one of the KMP
expressway of 52.3 km (Palwal – Manesar)
has already been made functional and the
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remaining phase will be completed by July
2018. I am very optimistic that this will not
only attract investments but would also
ensure employment opportunities in the
state.
What are some of the current challenges
facing potential investors in your state, and
what are the measures being employed to
overcome these challenges?
Although we have formulated various policies
and eased regulatory reforms the challenge
is to ensure that our vision of investor
facilitation is communicated to the investors.
Therefore, we are working aggressively
towards implementation of reforms. We have
organised seven Samadhan Diwas so far at
Panipat, Yamunanagar, Rohtak, Bahadurgarh,
Sonepat, Karnal and Kurukshetra to create
awareness about the reforms that are
being undertaken by the government. We
will continue to organise such events to
bridge the communication gap between the
government and the investor.
What was your experience of woking with
the Invest India team?
Our government and Invest India has been
working together as a single cohesive
unit towards facilitating the investment
promotion agenda in the state. We are very
happy with this partnership. Invest India team
has been proactively generating leads for the
state and is contributing in formulating right
policies as well. The state appreciates their
contribution and looks forward to a longterm partnership!

Haryana:
Key Achievements

INVEST INDIA
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1

2

3

Second position in the
National EoDB Rankings

7.5 percent growth in service
sector

Enterprise Promotion Policy
(EPP) launched

Haryana has always been a front
runner in taking proactive initiatives
for industrial development and investor
facilitation. In the past three years, the
state has moved from sixth to second
position in the National EoDB Rankings.

In the last ten years, Haryana has grown
at an impressive rate of 7.5 percent with
the maximum growth emanating from
the service sector.

4

5

EPP 2015 was launched to propel the
growth trajectory of Haryana with an
aim to strike a proper balance between
investor facilitation/ happiness and
balanced regional development through
geographic dispersal of industry. The
policy envisages in making enterprises
competitive by minimising cost of doing
business and enhancing productivity.

Happening Haryana 2016,
Summit

Haryana Enterprise
Promotion Center (HEPC)

Haryana organised a global investors
summit - Happening Haryana 2016
-which received an overwhelming
response from the investors. It was a truly
global event wherein 160 international
delegates participated from 12 countries.

One of the major reforms undertaken
by the state is establishing a single
roof mechanism, Haryana Enterprise
Promotion Center (HEPC), on 2
February 2017. To ease the process of
taking approvals, the state government
integrated the industrial related services
with HEPC .

7

8

Kundli-Manesar-Palwal
(KMP) expressway

Global Smart City,
Gurugram

To decongest traffic, the state is
developing a 135 km long KundliManesar-Palwal (KMP) expressway
which connects Delhi from three sides.
Another bright side to this project is
a Global Economic Corridor, which is
proposed to be developed alongside the
expressway and is estimated to have an
investment potential of USD 50 billion.

Haryana has started implementation
of early bird projects like Global Smart
City at Gurugram with an investment
potential of USD 15 bn and Mass Rapid
Transit System (MRTS) under Delhi
Mumbai Industrial Corridor Development
Corporation Limited (DMICDC).

6
Samadhan Divas
Government has started the Samadhan
Divas to acquaint investors with
various regulatory reforms, single
window clearances system, policies, key
incentives, etc. The state has organised
seven Samadhan Divas so far at Panipat,
Yamunanagar, Rohtak, Bahadurgarh,
Sonepat, Karnal and Kurukshetra to
spread awareness about the reforms
being taken by the government.

9
Aerospace University
proposed in Hisar
An Aviation Hub comprising of a
domestic airport with Maintenance,
Repair and Overhaul (MRO) and
Fixed-Base Operator (FBO) facilities,
simulation training centers, an Aerospace
University and an aerospace/defence
manufacturing park is proposed to be
developed in Hisar.
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Growth Story of

Haryana

Historically, Haryana has been known to be an agrarian state
since its inception. However, since the last decade, Haryana
has recasted itself into a well-developed industrial hub.
Haryana has always been a front-runner in taking initiatives
in industrial development, development of an industryenabling ecosystem, investor facilitation etc. Today, Haryana
is counted amongst the most developed and industrialised
states in India. Geographically, it is a small state, accounting
for just 1.3 percent of the total area of the country, but
Haryana contribute nearly 3.5 percent to the national
economy. This proves the mettle of the people of Haryana
and their quest for excellency which has made them the
shining star on the map of India.
Haryana enjoys a great strategic advantage as the state
surrounds Delhi from three sides and nearly 57 percent of
the state falls under the National Capital Region. The State
has access to two International airports at New Delhi and
Chandigarh. Haryana is ranked fourth in the Infrastructure
Index and the entire state falls in the influence zone of two
industrial corridors- DMIC and AKIC. In the last ten years,
Haryana has grown at an impressive average growth rate
of 7.5 percent with the maximum growth coming from
the services sector. Haryana is among the front runners
of industrial development in India this is showcased by its
leading position as the producer of 50 percent of passenger
vehicles and 60 percent of motorcycles in India. A dedicated
and novice government under the leadership of Hon’ble
CM Manohar Lal Khattar took over in 2014 and since then
their first and foremost agenda has been to strengthen the
business climate of Haryana, thereby making it a preferred
global Investment destination of choice. They are working
continuously towards this goal by implementing various
reforms to reduce the regulatory burden and attract private
sector participation.

Source https://www.whatsuplife.in/gurgaon/blog/cyber-hub-exclusive-deals-discounts-offers/#prettyPhoto
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Achievements
When the present government came
into power, it launched a path breaking
‘Enterprise Promotion Policy- 2015’
(EPP) to propel the state to the next
level of growth trajectory. The policy is
aligned with the ‘Make in India’, ‘Digital
India’ and ‘Skilling India’ campaigns of
the Government of India. The policy
offers best in class incentives to attract
investments in the state. The state
organised a Global Investors’ Summit,
‘Happening Haryana’ in 2016 which
received an overwhelming response from
the investors. It was a truly global event
wherein 160 international delegates from
12 countries participated. Haryana also
celebrated its golden jubilee in 2016. As
part of the mega celebrations of Haryana
turning 50, the government organised the
‘Pravasi Haryana Divas’ in January 2017.
Large number of MoUs were signed during
both the events, out of these 173 MoUs
have been grounded i.e. where project
has either been implemented or is under
implementation. The actual investment in
these cases is about INR 14,314 crore and
employment generation is about 25,923.

and even exceeds the best global
standards. In 2015, when Government
of India launched the Ease of Doing
Business ranking for the states, Haryana
was ranked at the 14th position. Realising
the importance of improving the business
ecosystem, the state brought in major
regulatory reforms, which improved the
state’s ranking to sixth position in 2016,
making Haryana a leading improver in the
country.
Today, Haryana is ranked third in the
Ease of Doing Business 2017-18 ranking
released by DIPP, Government of India.
The state moved up three places with an
overall score of 98.07 percent from the
previous year’s sixth rank and score of
96.95 percent.
One of the major reform taken by the state

Additionally, the government undertook
a targeted approach towards sector
development in Haryana. Subsequent
to the EPP 2015 policy, the state has
formulated strategic sectoral policies
for the thrust areas like textile, food
processing, IT/ESDM, startup etc. The
Government of Haryana further plans
to launch sectoral policies for logistics
warehousing and retail, pharmaceutical
and electric mobility in the next six
months and continue to target a fast
paced industrial development. These
policies will be offering various lucrative
fiscal incentives and envisaging multiple
regulatory measure to reduce the
regulatory burden on the investor.

is establishing the single roof mechanism,
Haryana Enterprise Promotion Center
(HEPC), on 2 February 2017. In order
to ease the process of taking approvals,
the state government integrated the
industries related services with HEPCsingle roof mechanism and ensure that
the clearance is granted within 45 days.
Due to all these efforts, Haryana has been
recognised by World Bank and DIPP for
its best practices in Central Inspection
System. Haryana Enterprise Promotion
Centre has institutionalised the Central
Inspection System with an aim to achieve
the objective of simplifying business
regulations and bring in transparency and
accountability in compliance inspections.
Three departments- Department of
Boilers, Department of Labor, Haryana
State Pollution Control Board are already
in compliance with central inspection
system

system and more departments will be
added very soon.
Government has started Samadhan
Divas to acquaint investors with various
regulatory reforms, single window
clearances system, policies, key incentives,
etc. We have organised seven Samadhan
Divas so far at Panipat, Yamunanagar,
Rohtak, Bahadurgarh, Sonepat, Karnal
and Kurukshetra with an objective to
create awareness about the reforms that
are underway by the Government. 171
number of issues have been raised by
the investors of which 57 have already
been addressed and 85 are in process of
addressing.
Performance of the state on the export
front is appreciable despite lack of natural
resources and distance of the state from
the sea ports. Starting with exports of
INR 4.5 crore during 1967-68, the state
today accounts for exports of nearly INR
82,566.5 crore during the year 2016-17.
The state government came up with its
own mini cluster development programme
which is providing 90 percent grant-inaid (up to INR 2 crore) for setting up of
common facility center which shall provide
a positive flip to the MSME sector in the
state. Further, to give boost to MSME
sector manufacturing & skill development,
the project of Tool Rooms/ Technology
centers are being set-up at IMT Rohtak
with an investment of INR 100 crores.
The tool room/technology center at IMT
Rohtak will start functioning from March
2019.
The state government has already set-up
MSME Facilitation Desks covering all
21 District Industries Centers across
the state. The facilitation desk set up
at DIC not only provides the necessary
information to the MSMEs but also
facilitates them in the process of deriving
benefits of various government and state
schemes

The Government of Haryana is determined
to create an ecosystem in which the ease
of doing business is guided by ‘Minimum
Government and Maximum Governance’

To ensure future growth, a well-defined
and well-designed infrastructure is a
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priority for the government. Logistics
and warehouse is identified as a focus
sector and Haryana is well poised to
leverage huge potential offered in this
sector. Multiple factors including states’
strategic location, proximity to National
Capital Region and most importantly the
GST regime which makes Haryana the
most suitable place to set-up logistics and
warehousing activities.

to give further boost to this sector, the
government is also launching Logistic and
Warehouse policy very soon.

To decongest traffic, the state is
developing a 135 km long KMP
expressway across Kundli, Manesar and
Palwal abutting Delhi from three sides.
Another bright side to this project is
a Global Economic Corridor, which is
proposed to be developed alongside the
expressway and this economic corridor is
estimated to have an investment potential
of USD 50 billion. The Manesar-Palwal
section, which is 52.33 km long is already
complete. Kundli-Manesar section work
is scheduled to be completed by March
2019.
Haryana is also developing Integrated
Multi Model logistics Hub (IMMLH) in
Narnaul, Mahendragarh. The Integrated
Logistic Hub is being developed on an area
spreading over 1000 acres in collaboration
with Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor
Project (DMIC). The state has started
implementation of early bird projects like
Global Smart City at Gurugram with an
investment potential of USD 15 billion and
Mass Rapid Transit System (MRTS) under
DMICDC
An Aviation Hub comprising of a domestic
airport, MRO/FBO facilities, training &
simulation centers, Aerospace University
and aerospace/defense manufacturing
park is proposed to be developed in Hisar,
over an area of 3500 acres.
The state government is setting up Mega
Food Park Project at Industrial Estate
Barhi Phase III, over an area of about 75
acres, under the Mega Food Park Scheme
(MFPS) of Ministry of Food Processing
Industries (MOFPI), Govt. of India. In order
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Future Prospective
Haryana is and will be a state with diverse
set of advantages, not only in terms of
fast growing economy, but also in terms
of social stability, infrastructure, and
a conducive business environment. To
ensure that a fast-paced investment
momentum is maintained, the state
government has been aggressively
marketing polices and regulatory
initiatives. The government officials have
recently visited UK, Dubai and Singapore
for promoting brand Haryana and are in
process of conducting various sectoral
roadshows and events nationally and
internationally.
The state is fully geared up for Ease of
Doing Business 2018-19 ranking and
shall strive to achieve the top rank next
year. The government is coming up
with logistics warehousing and retail,
pharmaceutical and electric mobility/
Electric Vehicle (EV) policies in the next six
months.
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Growth enablers

India’s Burgeoning

Electronics Sector

The strong growth potential is driven by a healthy mix of demand and supply factors. Electronics has emerged as a core manufacturing
sector under the ‘Make in India’ campaign of the Government of India. Demand-led manufacturing coupled with strategic and
supportive policies has provided the much-needed impetus to the sector to flourish, with foreign investment in the sector thriving and
growing manifold in the past three years.

01

Aditi Varma, Anika Bhasker, Raghav Gupta

02

Ta l e n t
India viz-a-viz the global
electronics sector growth

While there are government-driven
programmes under the ‘Skill India’
campaign, companies in India have
also imbibed a culture of training and
development of their employees. The
average age in India is estimated to
be 29 years in the next five years.
The sustainability of the workforce
creates a compelling argument for
the development of skills in the
growing electronics sector in India.
Recently, MediaTek in association
with the Ministry of Electronics &
IT and Indian Cellular Association
(ICA) organised a training programme
for Indian smartphone engineers in
a bid to prepare an industry-ready
workforce for the Indian smartphone
industry. Under this, 19 component
makers trained a batch of 91
candidates from India and Taiwan in
a nine-week programme.

In the recent years, there has been a
notable shift in the global electronics
market. The global electronics market
is valued at about USD2 trillion and
has seen a significant migration of
its production focus to low cost
geographies. This has, in turn, created
a huge opportunity for developing
economies to come up to speed in the
electronics sector.
India has been a forerunner amongst
the emerging nations, with an
estimated potential of USD 400
billion by 2025. There is an estimated
USD 1 trillion opportunity across the
technology and electronics sector in
the next five years. With the current
pace of growth, the electronics
industry is expected to contribute
25 percent to our GDP by the 2022.
Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology data indicates that
electronics manufacturing has created
employment for about 46,000 persons,
since March 2014.

Ta l e n t

The potential in the electronics
sector in India is tremendous. At
present, India is the second largest
manufacturer of smartphones in the
world. India is also estimated to have
the fifth largest consumer durables
market in the world by 2025. Investor
confidence in India has surged, with
India becoming the most favoured FDI
destination, bypassing China in the
rankings.
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•

SKILL INDIA

•

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Government Policy
Policy in India has seen a marked shift with favourable duty structures to incentivise local
production of electronics and large-scale procurement programmes driven by government
projects, such as broadband connectivity to villages, rural electrification and e-governance
programs. Incentives offered by the Ministry of Electronics & IT have helped promote India
as a manufacturing hub for electronics. This includes policy incentives such as M-SIPS,
Phased Manufacturing Program, Electronics Development Fund and Preferential Market
Access. There is also a push to make India an export hub and several export promotion
schemes have been introduced to meet this objective.

03
Demand Factors
With an estimated middle class of 600 million by 2025 and a growing population estimated
to hit 1.5 billion by 2025, the demand potential in India is huge. Consumer attitudes are
dictated by rising disposable income and discretionary spending, resulting in a large,
burgeoning demand for electronics. The ESDM value chain has been positively impacted by
the rising interest by MNCs and Indian enterprises in the sector.

Government Policy

Demand Factors

•

FAVORABLE DUTY STRUCTURES

•

RISING POPULATION

•

LARGE-SCALE PROCUREMENT

•

GROWING MIDDLE CLASS

•

INCENTIVES

•

HIGHER DISPOSAL INCOME
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Stories of transformation
A culmination of these growth enablers
has been investments that have proved
to be the game changers for India’s
electronics sector. Within a short
span of three years, India witnessed
setting up of about 120 factories in
mobile manufacturing alone. A renewed
confidence emanates from global investors
today when they look at India as an
investment destination.
A story worth mentioning is the journey
of one of the most successful mobile
brands in India, Xiaomi. Xiaomi came to
India at a time when the brand’s growth
was stagnant in its home country and was
facing stiff competition from its peers.
They entered India to cater to the larger

masses for whom owning a smartphone
was still a distant dream. They entered
India in 2014 and witnessed a great
demand for their competitively priced
smartphones. In 2015, their orders surged
and they decided to make in India. This
decision was a game changer for the
Indian industry and there has been no
looking back for Xiaomi since then. Today
the company has about six facilities
where Foxconn and Hi-Pad undertake
manufacturing of their Xiaomi phones.
Today they manufacture with a capacity
of two phones per second. Their products
have been embraced by the Indian
consumers and this shot them straight to
the number one spot in terms of market
share. Xiaomi has also increased its

presence rapidly from online to offline by
opening up multiple stores.
Xiaomi along with Invest India, is now
working with its global supply chain and
exploring how they can be moved to India
thereby increasing the total value addition
taking place in India. It is indeed a story of
great transformation of India’s electronics
sector. These examples set the stage right
for other global investors who are keen to
enter the market.
A similar journey has been that of the
Korean major Samsung.

Electronics manufacturing in India so far
has typically been centred around product
assembly and some manufacturing of
components, metals and moulded parts.
It has also largely been driven by local
demand. However, while the size of the
Indian market has been successful in
promoting some manufacturing locally,
further growth will be reliant on whether
exports can be made globally competitive.
It is instructive to understand the drivers
behind globally cost viable product

Given the steady increase in the demand and imports of electronics along with the
large potential of employment generation in manufacturing, a clear and long-term
vision for supporting the ESDM sector in India is essential. It is also crucial that any
vision for the future be based on an analysis of product and process capabilities
along with cost structures. The manufacturing of electronics hardware can be
divided broadly in terms of value addition into three major parts (see Figure 1):
i. Manufacturing of LCD panels, processors, memory etc.
ii. Manufacturing of basic electronic components, metals and moulded parts
iii. Final product assembly and testing

TECHNOLOGY

INVESTMENT

EMPLOYMENT
INVESTMENT

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS,
METALS,
MOLDED PARTS

LCD PANELS,
PROCESSORS,
MEMORY

VALUE
ADDITION

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
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While technical know-how and low
labour costs are India’s strengths and

Product
Assembly

PRODUCT ASSEMBLY

Fig.1: Value addition structure
of electronics hardware

Electronic
Components

Fig.2: Key drivers of product assembly and
manufacturing of electronic components.

Infrastructure,
Labour Costs

This process will facilitate not only large employment generation but also substantial technology transfer and make much large
contributions to both the GDP and the current account. While we are out there trying to make this happen, here are a few things to
keep in mind:

Promote Exports
Each of these can be analysed in terms of their value addition to the final product,
the investment required to facilitate them, the technology involved, and the
employment generated per unit of investment. Product assembly contributes little
to value addition (5-10 percent), requires little investment and technology and
generates the most employment per unit of investment. Conversely manufacturing
of LCD panels, processors, memory etc has the greatest value addition (7080 percent), that requires large investment and technological knowhow but
contributes the least to employment per unit of investment.

I. Product design capabilities
II. Local supply of the largest chunk in the
value chain
III. Good infrastructure along with low
labour costs

there has been steady improvement
in infrastructure, manufacturing for
global demand cannot be made viable
if the major components in terms of
cost structure continue to be imported.
Furthermore, once both manufacturing
of major cost components and product
assembly are concentrated in a
geographical area, the manufacturing
of basic electronic components etc. will
follow.

Product
Design,
Research

LCD Panels,
Processors

Cruising the way ahead

assembly in any location. The three key
drivers for making product assembly
globally competitive are (see Figure 2):

We must look to manufacture in India
for the world. While domestic demand
is steadily increasing, being globally
competitive is key and catering to the
world’s demand will lead to huge gains
in employment. This would entail more
efforts in improving import-export cycles,
keeping up the momentum in terms of
developing infrastructure for logistics and
looking at more export incentives. For
India’s electronics sector to become stateof-the-art, it is imperative that we integrate
ourselves with the global value chain.

Free Trade Agreements & Inverted
Duty Structures
While Free Trade Agreements have
contributed immensely to increase in trade,
a lot of electronics and computer hardware
can be imported into the country without
any duties. Even though such duties have
been levied to promote manufacturing in
mobile phones and TVs, there is more to be
desired for other products. Non-zero duties
on items like panels and motherboards
for instance could play a big role in
promoting local manufacturing of these key
components. Furthermore, inverted duty
structures whether in GST or customs duty
have also been highlighted by the industry
on multiple occasions. These too should be
re-examined.
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Promote Research & Development
India’s great strength is our trained
professionals and academic institutions
which provide the electronics industry
with skilled engineers, technicians and
management. Promoting research and
development will not only strengthen
the link between industry and academia
but also help companies integrate their
research and product divisions. We have
made very good progress on this front.
Many fortune 500 companies have their
biggest development centres outside of
their home countries in India. We must
sustain and enhance these gains.
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Fa c t s h e e t

So what makes Sri City an ideal
investment destination?

Electronics

Supplychain
Linkages

Consumer Electronics
and Appliances

1. India’s electronics sector to become USD 400 billion by 2025 – The
Indian electronics sector is well positioned for rapid growth in the coming
decade. This can be credited to burgeoning local demand and increase in value
additivity in terms of manufacturing.

2. Appliance and consumer electronics industry set to touch USD 20 billion by 2020 –
Demand in consumer electronics is projected to be driven by rural demand and digitisation.
3. Set-top boxes are the fastest growing within consumer electronics at 28.8 percent.
4. Third Largest Television Industry in the world – Manufacturing in televisions will benefit by
increasing localisation in the coming years.

In 2017 the Indian mobile manufacturing industry produced
22 million mobile phones

Expected to touch 50 million mobile phones by 2020Smartphone penetration in India is a little more than 35 percent.
This points to a large untapped demand in the local market.

Cell
Phones

Second largest smartphone manufacturer in the world- World’s
largest mobile phone factory recently commenced operations in
India.

USD 1 trillion opportunity across technology, electronics and
telecom sector by 2019.
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Sri City

A Decade of Excellence
& Enterprise
The Economist magazine recently
stated that India’s economy was back
on track as it once again became the
world’s fastest-expanding big economy. With the demographic dividend
advantage, sound macroeconomic
foundations and a vibrant democracy,
India continues to be a very exciting
destination for investors. The global
businesses that invest in the Indian
growth story, still need to strategically identify the right place, people and
partners to fully harness the potential
of the Indian market.

City boasts of seamless connectivity
by road, air and sea ports. Spread
over 7500 acres, Sri City includes
a multiproduct Special Economic
Zone (SEZ), a Domestic Tariff Zone
(DTZ), a Free Trade & Warehousing
Zone (FTWZ) and an Electronics
Manufacturing Cluster. Sri City is
home to over 175 companies from
27 countries including multinationals
like Kellogg’s, Isuzu, Mondelez, Pepsi,
Alstom, Kobelco, Foxconn, etc.

Sri City, which was founded in
2008 in one of India’s most backward
districts, has now become one of the
coveted business destinations in the
country with total investments close
to USD 4 billion and total exports
exceeding USD 500 million till date.
Located 55 km north of Chennai, Sri

Sri City is strategically located in the state of
Andhra Pradesh bordering Tamil Nadu with
four major ports in the vicinity namely the
Krishnapatnam, Chennai, Ennore,Kattupalli
ports all located within 100 km radius to the
industrial zone. The Chennai International
Airport with cargo facilities is located at a
distance of 75 km, as is the Tirupati International
Airport. A four lane national highway NH-16
runs alongside Sri City with a parallel broad
gauge rail line. Sri City is also strategically
located to take full advantage of the Chennai
Bangalore Industrial Corridor, Vizag Chennai
Industrial Corridor, the proposed Defence
Corridor among others. It is because of these
linkages that a company like Alstom in Sri City is
able to be a part of the Chennai, Bangalore and
Sydney Metro systems by seamlessly managing
their supply chains.

Single Window
Clearance
The Government of Andhra Pradesh has set
up an e-platform, for facilitating all necessary
clearances for starting and operating an industry
within 21 working days. This platform has
integrated all the requisite pre-establishment
and pre-operation stage clearances provided
by multiple agencies and departments with
provision for online filing and tracking, thereby
enabling an efficient time bound single desk
approval mechanism. Kobelco Construction
which had the ground breaking ceremony
in February 2010 was able to become fully
operational by November 2010 thanks to
the pre-approvals, swift clearances and other
support systems.
There are also other incentives offered by
the central government (such as the M-SIPS,
EPCG Scheme etc) and the state government
(training subsidy, SGST refunds, power & water
subsidies etc) which are unmatched and make
the industrial park more attractive.
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Service
Support
Sri City offers excellence in service as
there is a team of skilled professionals
available to guide the investors at every
step, right from the inception to even
after the operations commence. Sri City
provides for the enterprise building of all
sizes and natures – from incubation space,
plug & play office space to ready built
factories. Owing to the efficient service
support, many Sri City customers have
successfully expanded their operations
and ramped up production, exceeding
their initial projections.

Skilled
Manpower

Smart
Infrastructure

The surrounding regions have a
2,00,000 work force readily available
with several engineering colleges and
polytechnics located close by. Sri City,
in addition to being less than an hour
away from Chennai, also has several skill
development institutions such as Siemens,
IL&FS, TVS to cater to the industrial
needs of the park. This the reason why
everything from coffee, tooth brushes,
breakfast cereals to cars, cranes and trains
are being made in Sri City with quality
and efficiency. Foxconn employs 15,000
personnel (most of them women) in three
shifts and have been able to successfully
make two mobile phones per second.
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Sri City’s master planning which was by
Jurong Consultants, Singapore, provides
for robust internal road and utility
networks with a well planned network for
water, sewage and stormwater drainage.
The industrial park has 24*7 power for
industries which is ensured by power
supply from two independent sources in
AP. Copious supply of water is received
from the Somasila-Kandaleru reservoirs
meeting the needs of event waterintensive food processing industries within
the park. Rainwater harvesting systems
have been installed in many places while
the ponds and lakes have been retained
and kept in good condition to conserve

water, thus meeting the water
requirements without exploiting the
groundwater. As all the infrastructure lines
are centralised and available close to every
plot, the industries can fully focus on their
manufacturing activities.
There are also apartments, dormitories
and serviced apartments available with
hospital, police station, post office, fire
station, banks, restaurants and all modern
amenities available within the park.
There are also four universities (IFMR,
IIIT & Great Lakes University, KREA), a
CBSE School (Chinmaya Vidhalaya) and
R&D centres within Sri City to make it
complete.

Sustainable
Development
Sri City has managed to grow consistently
only because of its commitment to
the socio-economic and sustainable
development of the region. The park has
8 MW internal Solar Power Plant with
solar street lighting and traffic control
systems and has received the ‘Gold’ rating
from the IGBC. Tens of thousands of trees
planted every year while the lakes, ponds
and other water bodies are maintained
effectively
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Sri City always ensures that all
customers get maximum value for
their investments and are able to be
.
a part of the Indian growth story.
The word ‘Sri’ is generally used to
mean ‘grace, wealth or prosperity.’
But the word also refers to the
divine and the fulfillment derived
therein. Sri City, so far has lived up
to its name and will continue to be
an ideal place to ‘Work, Live, Learn
& Play’.
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Startup India
Kritika Singh and Pratham Varshney

Startup India is a flagship initiative of the
Government of India, intended to build
a strong ecosystem that is conducive
for the growth of startup businesses,
to drive sustainable economic growth
and generate large scale employment
opportunities. The Government through

this initiative aims to empower startups
to grow through innovation and design.
Several programs have been undertaken
during the span of two years, since the
launch of this initiative on 16 January
2016, to contribute to our Prime
Minister’s vision of transforming India into

Startup India Programs:
A. Startup Academia Alliance Program:
In tandem with the Government’s mission
to promote the spirit of entrepreneurship
in the country, Startup India launched
the Startup Academia Alliance program, a
unique mentorship opportunity between
academic scholars and startups working in
similar domains.
The Startup Academia Alliance aims
to reduce the gap between scientific
research and its industrial applications,
in order to increase the efficacy of these
technologies and to widen their impact.
By creating a bridge between academia
and industry, Startup Academia Alliance
strives to create lasting connections
between the aforementioned stakeholders
of the startup ecosystem and implement
the third pillar on which the Startup India
Action Plan is based - Industry Academia
Partnerships and Incubation.
The first phase of Startup Academia
Alliance was kickstarted through
partnering with Regional Centre for
Biotechnology, The Energy and Resources
Institute (TERI), Council on Energy,
Environment and Water, and TERI School
of Advanced Studies. Renowned scholars
from these institutes, in fields such
as renewable energy, biotechnology,
healthcare and life sciences etc. were
invited to provide mentorship and
guidance to startups working in the
relevant areas.
The applications for Startup Academia
Alliance were hosted on the Startup India
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a country of job creators instead of job
seekers. These programs have catalysed
the startup culture, with 11,595 Startups
getting recognised through the Startup
India initiative and many entrepreneurs
availing the benefits of starting their own
business in India.

Hub, a one-stop destination for
startups to apply for opportunities such
as incubator and accelerator programs, as
well as challenges organised by corporate
stakeholders, with a user base of more
than 2 lakh entrepreneurs and aspiring
entrepreneurs from over 433 districts in
India. A total of 133 applications from

relevant startups were received through
the Startup India Hub, out of which 43
were shortlisted by institutes based
on operational areas and technological
relevance. Great emphasis was placed on
finding startups that employ innovative
solutions to pressing problems in diverse
areas.

The mentorship sessions have
commenced, and it is expected that
startups will greatly benefit from the
expertise and insights brought forth by
experienced research scholars working in
pertinent fields.

Entries were invited from innovators
across various stages of the energy
life-cycle—generation, transmission and
distribution, storage and consumption—in
multiple sectors such as households, farm,
industry, infrastructure, building,

utility and transport. The winners will be
assessed on select parameters such as the
breakthrough nature of the innovation,
business viability and scalability potential.

B. Integrate to Innovate
In a first-of-its-kind nationwide search,
Invest India has joined hands with energy
sector companies – Susten by Mahindra,
Schneider Electric and Exxon Mobile to
offer a unique lab-to-market opportunity
for Indian startups through the Integrate
to Innovate Programme.
Integrate to Innovate is a three months
corporate acceleration
program for energy
startups housed at the
corporate premises.
The application for the
program is hosted on
Startup India Hub – an
online platform bringing
together all stakeholders
of the Indian startup
ecosystem, the program
provides an opportunity
for collaboration and
conversation around
valuable energy
transitions, offering
startups an opportunity
to bring their ideas to life
with the guidance and
support from corporates.
The selected startups
are entitled to receive
a cash prize grant of
upto INR 5 lakh per
startup along with an
opportunity to pilot their
product with corporates.
The corporates would
offer them access to
technology, technical and
commercial mentorship
and access to potential
customers through the
corporate network of
partners.
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C. Bosch Accelerator Programme
Startup India has joined hands with Bosch
India to host the call for applications for
the second cohort of Bosch Accelerator
programme, DNA 2.0. This association
gives an equal platform to startups across
the country to apply and be a part of
the 16-week acceleration program in
Bangalore, Karnataka.
Being a conglomerate, Bosch holds
expertise in various sectors and industries
like automative industry, home appliances,
industrial technology etc. Having such a
vivid background, Bosch works with the
startups in the relevant industry to solve
real life problems and create innovative
solutions. The startups get access to
Bosch’s resources, network, industrial
expertise and six decades of experience,
that works in line with the startups’
operations and help the startup gain
accelerate in their relevant industries.
The DNA 2.0 aka Discover, Nurture and
Align, is a 16-week acceleration program
specially designed for startups that
contribute to Bosch’s ideation pipeline.
The selected startups get access to:
• Fabrication Lab
• Software Lab (UI/UX)
• Mentorship to raise fund
• Incubation Space
• Bosch channel partners, sales and
marketing experts and a lot more!

The startups having a working prototype/
MVP/POC, having done pilot projects or

having closed commercial deals in relevant
industries can apply for the program.

The Prime Minister was happy to
announce that the Startup India wave
had lead to startups being filed in over
28 States, 6 Union Territories and 419
districts. Out of these, 44 percent of

startups registered are from tier-2 and
tier-3 cities owing to initiatives such
as Startup India Yatra which focus on
encourage grassroot entrepreneurship
in tier-2 and tier-3 towns. In addition to

D. Startup India – PM Interaction
On 6 June 2018, the Prime Minister of
India, Mr Narendra Modi, interacted
with young innovators and startup
entrepreneurs from across the country,
through a video bridge with the objective
of gauging the impact of Startup India and
understanding the sentiment of aspirants
and entrepreneurs across the country. The
video session saw young innovators, who
were present on the video bridge, explain
how various government schemes under
Startup India initiative helped them set up
new startups. Some of the entrepreneurs
and innovators were even given a chance
to explain their innovations, which
ranged from agricultural innovations to
blockchain technology. The Prime Minister
was pleasantly surprised after hearing

(and in some cases witnessing) about the
technologies which Indian startups were
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working on.
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this, DIPP recognition data revealed that
45 percent of the startups are set up by
women entrepreneurs.
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After being a roaring success in Gujarat,
Uttar Pradesh, Odisha, Uttarakhand
and Madhya Pradesh, the Startup India
Yatra has made its way to Chhattisgarh.
The Yatra in Chhattisgarh was officially
launched on 30 July 2018, at Dr Shyama
Prasad Mukherjee Udyog Avam Vyapar

After speaking to beneficiaries, the Prime
Minister reiterated the procedures and
benefits of the scheme which ranged
from patent and trademark
support to market access
opportunities through the
government e-Marketplace
portals and Startup India
Hub, the country’s largest
virtual incubator.
The Prime Minister went
on to elaborate on various
competitions conducted
by Startup India to foster
innovation, such as, Atal New
India Challenge, Smart India
Hackathon and Agriculture
Grand Challenge.

towards transformational solutions in
various sectors.

E. Startup India Yatra – Ongoing Chhattisgarh Yatra
‘Startup India Yatra’ is a tier 2/3 initiative
that travels to small cities of the country

to search for entrepreneurial talent,
to provide them an opportunity to get
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Startup India Yatra van, equipped with
facilities for individuals and startups to
pitch their ideas, is scheduled to travel
to 23 cities, with 27 Van Stops and 16
Boot Camps, and will conclude at a Grand

Finale to be hosted at Raipur. The boot
camps would include presentations on
Startup India and Chhattisgarh Startup
Policy followed by an extensive ideation
workshop. An idea pitching session will
be held to select the foremost ideas and
Startups for the grand finale.

One of the most remarkable sessions of
the interaction was with school children
from various Atal Tinkering Labs. These
young students, aged below
12 in most cases, shared their
innovations with the Prime
Minister who went on to
encourage them and thank
them for working towards
making India a nation of job
creators.
Towards the end of the
live interaction, the Prime
Minister gave a definite
instruction to the entire
nation where he stressed
on the importance of
innovation. To spur the
movement, he even urged all
those witnessing the video
bridge to use the hash tag
#InnovateIndia and upload
videos/ photos/ write ups
about innovations they see
around themselves.

Addressing the innovators,
Prime Minister also
encouraged youngsters to
continue innovating and
gave the mantra of ‘Innovate
or Stagnate’ to press on
the growing need to work

Parisar in Naya Raipur.

incubated, and help develop startup
ecosystem in the State.

The impact so far
Prior to Chhattisgarh, the Yatra travelled
to five other states – Gujarat, Uttar
Pradesh, Odisha, Uttarakhand, and
Madhya Pradesh respectively.
In Gujarat, the initiative reached five
cities, Anand, Vasad, Mehsana, Jetalpur,
and Ahmedabad, witnessing the presence
of more than 5,000 participants. Around
1,000 startups pitched their ideas and 22
incubation offers from IIM Ahmedabad
and MICA were made.
In Uttar Pradesh, the Yatra travelled to
seven cities, including Agra, Bareilly,
Kanpur, Lucknow, Sultanpur, Varanasi,

and Noida. Selected startups received
incubation offers from IIT BHU, IIT
Kanpur, iB Hubs, BIMTECH, IIM Lucknow,
and others. The event witnessed a
participation of over 6,000 people; around
1,000 startups pitched and 100 startups
were selected for incubation.
In Odisha, the initiative claims to
have impacted over 8,000 potential
entrepreneurs while travelling across ten
destinations.
In Uttarakhand, the Startup India Yatra
impacted over 3000 students by providing
them trainings on building business
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models and extended cash prize and
incubation offers to 20+ Startups
The recently culminated Startup India
Madhya Pradesh Yatra witnessed the
presence of more than 5,000 participants
with 427 startups pitching their ideas, of
which 136 startups had been selected for
the Grand Finale. At the Grand Finale in
Indore, 7 incubators made 110 incubation
offers to 71 startups. Cash prizes worth
INR 10 Lakh were also awarded to 16
aspirant entrepreneurs ranging between
INR 25,000 and INR 75,000.

NASOFILTERS
Motivation

“An Indian resident reduces his/her life
expectancy by 3.4 years on an average!
Does that amaze you? How about the fact
that a New Delhi resident reduces his/her
life expectancy by 6 years! The reason? AIR
POLLUTION!”- Mr Jatin Kewlani, Cofounder/COO, Nanoclean Global Pvt. Ltd,
IIT Delhi alumnus of 2017 batch.
The primary motivation was the
environment itself. The high pollution
levels were driving Delhites crazy and
there was a reverberating hype regarding

Your Right to Breathe

S TA R T U P I N D I A
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The Beginning

the need to protect ourselves from the
pollution crisis. Analogies of living in Delhi
being equivalent to 40 cigarettes a month,
reducing life expectancy by 10 years on
an average and so on, were spreading like
wildfire. Thus, it was a ready market for a
technology that could combat pollution.
Prateek, Jatin and Tushar thought of a
filter which provides similar benefits as
the insertable nose mask (almost invisible,
easy-to-use, doesn’t cover the mouth so
you could talk/eat while wearing it) but at
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the same time is not uncomfortable and
unaffordable for the poor masses, who
are most affected by it. The solution was
a stick-on nasal filter which can be used
just like a band-aid. The idea was to make
it so comfortable that the user would not
realise that she is using it. Another idea
was to make it bio-degradable so that
it’s environmental footprint would be
minimal.

The feedbacks from the experts and
industry about the product were good and
research led them to a word which today
is the basis of the company. The word was
‘Nano’. They found that if Nanofibres are
used to make a filter, it would give >95
percent efficiency against the 2.5 micron
particulate matter (PM 2.5) with almost
negligible breathing resistance.
The trio found a name of an expert in
Nanofibres who could be approached.
And this expert was none other than Dr

Ramgopal Rao, Director of IIT Delhi. Dr
Rao rightly directed them to the textile
department to find all the answers and
fortunately, there were two professors
who did have all the answers to their
problem. Prof. Manjeet Jassal and Prof.
Ashwini Agrawal had been working on
Nanofibres since 15-20 years and had
done projects with big companies on
manufacturing these on a commercial
level. The professors really appreciated
the idea and thereafter, a company called
Nanoclean Global Pvt. Ltd (NCG) was
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established with five founding members
– Prateek Sharma, Jatin Kewlani, Tushar
Vyas, Prof. Ashwini Agrawal and Prof.
Manjeet Jassal. The official association
happened in Dec’17 with their incubation
at the Foundation for Innovation and
Technology Transfer (FITT).

S TA R T U P I N D I A
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“A diverse core-team in terms of skill
sets has always helped us take decisions
and distribute and stream-line work in
our entire journey. Professor Ashwini &
Professor Manjeet are experts in Nano-Fibre
technology and have really added value to
our venture since inception. Everyone since
then has been an asset from those at the
bottom of the pyramid to those at the top,
everyone!” – Mr Jatin Kewlani.
Together they developed a filter media
with millions of nanopores so that
pore size is low enough to stop small
particulate matter and pore density high

enough to ensure comfortable breathing.
At the same time this is bio-safe, hence
bio compatible and bio degradable. NCG
filed the patent and it opened possibilities
of many other applications where this
novel technology can be used.
The project was interdisciplinary, not
only because of the technical knowledge
required to successfully pull it off, but
also because the project was on the
verge of being commercialised. Although
the maximum research burden was on
the professors, research assistants and
Mrs. Deepika Gupta (former Ph.D. from
IIT-D) yet Jatin, Tushar and Prateek had

to study about medical grade adhesives,
various types of films on which adhesives
are coated and testing procedures for
physical testing of the product. Apart
from the professors of the Dept of Textile
technology (Prof. Gazala Habib and Prof.
Mukesh Khare), professors from the Dept
of Civil Engg. were also constant sources
of guidance for the team. Apart from
studying various subjects relevant to the
field of engineering, a very important part
of their consumer-based venture (which
this project had transformed into) was
studying the user and tieing up with the
right angel investors and branding experts.

Currently, they are also contemplating and
are open for strategic partnerships with
global brands and industrial partners to
maximise the reach of our products and
expedite the production and growth of the
company, at the same time bring value to
the investors.

efficiencies it provides.“ – Mr Prateek
Sharma, CEO, Nanoclean Global Pvt. Ltd.

Future of the Company
Today Nanoclean Global Pvt. Ltd is the
only company on the globe that produces
the most affordable bio-safe nanofibers
with its proprietary polymer technology.
The future aspiration is to capture the
Nanofiber based air filtration market in
India and South East Asia with innovative,
effective and low cost solutions.
As a company, NCG crossed several
milestones this year with a Letter of
Intent in place with RB (Reckitt Benckiserparent company of Dettol) for the

marketing and distribution of Nasofilters
and with HUL (Hindustan Unilever) for
development of cosmetics based out of
Nanofibers. Nanofiber market is projected
to be one of the most growing markets
with CAGR of 34 percent specifically in
Asia-Pacific market, and NCG doesn’t
want to miss out on that.

investment round in October 2018.
Our expansion plan gives investors an
opportunity for capital investment of more
than USD 8 million. Envisioning ourselves as
a public listed company in five years, with
our products impacting lives of people from
every segment, is what gives food to our
soul.” Mr Tushar Vyas, Co-founder/CTO,
Nanoclean Global Pvt. Ltd.

“We plan to have our own Nanofiber
Production and Development Unit (NFDPU)
and hence we will be going out for capital

Where does the project stand now?
Their big moment came when NCG
received National Startups Award from
Hon. President of India on Technology
Day, 2017 for their innovation and then
the company went on to being recognised
as one among the top 25 Startups globally
by the Korean government from over
15000+ companies from across 118
countries.
Further, Nanoclean has been supported
by BIRAC, Department of Bio-Technology
(DBT), GoI for its novel innovation. NCG
was amongst the top 10 startups in
IIM Calcutta’s SmartFifty programme.
Nanoclean has also been recognised under
top 100 startups globally by the Hong
Kong Science and Technology Park.

“NCG launched Nasofilters in January
2018 and since then we are acquiring
500 customers daily on an average with
a customer retention rate of 40 percent.
Other than B2C sales in India, Nasofilters
have been exported to many countries
including UK, New Zealand, Hong Kong,
Vietnam, etc and have received queries
from over 33 countries because of its
industrial applications as well due to higher
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Hence, Nasofilters is not limited only
to retail and consumer market, but also
has gained traction in many industries
like Hindustan Zinc Limited and within
government bodies like Bengaluru Traffic
Police, Chandigarh Traffic Police and Delhi
Traffic Police. Mr Dharmendra Pradhan,
Minister of Petroleum & Gas has also
lauded the product in media.
Talking of media, during their entire
journey Nasofilters has been covered by
Indian press and media in major channels
like NDTV, Times Now, Times of India and
The Hindu.

Future with NCG
“Imagine your homes which allow only
pure air to come inside the house. We have
a product based out of nano-tech which
can replace existing stainless steel/steel
window nets and prevent 70-80 percent
of pollutants to enter the room. It is totally
water resistant and hence can be easily
cleaned, doesn’t block the air or sunlight.

Imagine room air-purifiers costing less than
anti-pollution masks, imagine giant airpurifiers on roads, metro-stations, railway
stations, industries which suck up all the
dust and are auto-cleaning. All these can be
brought into reality with our technology and
expertise. Stay tuned with Nanoclean Global
as we believe we are going to be the next
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big thing in India and South East Asia within
next two years. We invite industrialists and
investors to be a part of our team and help
us achieve the heights we are aiming for!”Mr Jatin Kewlani, Co-founder/COO.
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Invest India Social Impact Initiative
Rabani Kapoor

National Start-up Award
Winning Innovation
Filters out PM 2.5 particles, dust and pollens. Nearly invisible from a distance and can
be worn for up to 12 hours. Bio-degradable and bio-compatible product.

Nano-technology based
respiratory disposable
nasal filters

NCG Pollution Net
Restricts PM 2.5,
Dust, Rainwater
& Mosquitoes
Easy to Maintain
& Clean
Blocks Harmful
UV Rays

Restricts PM 2.5,
dust and pollens

Breathe PURE AIR
Even in the city...

www.nasoﬁlters.com | care@nasoﬁlters.com
Supported By
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India is a country of myriad opportunities
and challenges. While we stand to be the
fastest growing economy in the world,
in the shadows lie the pressing truth of
India’s poor, who live in abject poverty
with curtailed access to basic needs like
clean water and sanitation. In this light,
India’s development sector has witnessed
substantial interest and investments from
various corporates, under the Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) legislation.
The industry has responded positively to
the reform measures undertaken by the
government for the welfare of the poor.
Invest India which works with several
foreign companies across 26 sectors,
realises the potential for the corporates
to support impactful social development
initiatives under CSR. Thus, the Invest
India team embarked on a year-long
journey to launch its ‘Social Impact
Initiative’ with a mission to take the next
step into serving the clients’ needs, of
setting up and expanding CSR operations
in India. Speaking of community service in
the country, there is a vast scope to work
on different social issues spanning from
basic health, education, poverty alleviation
and gender equality. Thus, the Social
Impact Initiative aims to identify sectors
that require CSR support and connects

with the relevant
companies spread
across sectors for
facilitation. This
project directly
weaves together
two componentsa company’s
commitment
to CSR and the
sustainable
development needs
of the society.
As part of the
pilot project, the
team at Invest
India identified
Indok village
(Alwar district of
Rajasthan) that lay in rubble and required
a holistic development. With an aim to
partner with several corporates each of
which would take up different aspect of
the given project, we identified a few
sectors that required facilitation, to create
a comprehensive approach to the issues
faced in this village.
Alwar district falls in the buffer zone of the
Sariska National Park. Wild animals often
trespass into the village, threatening lives
of many. Since
the school
compound in
the village was
also vulnerable
to this threat,
infrastructure
development,
and safety
became sectors
of foremost
importance to
the first phase
of our project.
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After months of research and planning, the
Invest India team was successfully able to
receive support from WABCO, a Belgium
auto components multinational company
operating in India over many years. As
part of their CSR mandate, WABCO
funded the entire boundary wall of the
school in this village. The wall was built
within two months and provided a safety
threshold to the children.
With the successful completion of phase
one, our team is set to begin work on
phase two of the pilot project - which aims
to further improving the infrastructure of
the school by construction of additional
classrooms.
The third phase would work towards
improving the hygiene conditions of
the school by construction of toilets.
Education sector will also intertwine with
skill development sector where special
focus will be on employability of the youth
who will be trained with soft skills.

FOCUS CSR
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With all these sectors in place, our
pilot project will conclude with rural
industrialisation wherein all sectors will
play a vital role in uplifting the current
status of the inhabitants who are mostly
living below poverty with minimal
resources in hand.

WABCO India Corporate Social Responsibility
Improve road safety, promote environmental sustainability, enhance skills development and support community
development - WABCO India’s primary Corporate Social Responsibility objectives.

The Invest India Social Impact team also
provides hand-holding support to some
government led initiatives, like the NDMC
Swacch Bharath Summer Internship. Our
team closely worked with the NDMC
officials to create a plan modelled on the
Swacch Bharath Abhiyan, to engage school
children on the ‘Clean India’ campaign.
The idea is to give high school children a
platform to share and implement creative
ideas on how to keep their neighborhood
clean. The team at Invest India provided
the NDMC education department with
collaterals for the successful launch of the
internship program which was to begin in
June 2018.
Invest India team strongly believes that
service begins at home. Our team not only
engages in external projects focused on
social issues but also on ways where the
employees can contribute to community
service. Keeping in mind the ‘World
Environment Day’, our team undertook a
pledge towards a greener environment
by encouraging the concept of the 3Rs
– Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle. To help
reduce paper waste, recycle bins were
placed in the office setting where waste
paper, extra print sheets, cardboard boxes,

WABCO India Limited is a leading supplier
of technologies and services that improve
the safety, efficiency and connectivity of
commercial vehicles in India. The company
is a world-class manufacturer and local
market leader in advanced braking
systems, conventional braking products
and related air-assisted technologies and
systems. Corporate Social Responsibility
is at the heart of the company’s clear
commitment to positively engage with its
stakeholders and to operate in a socially
and environmentally sustainable manner.
At WABCO India, CSR is viewed as a

powerful opportunity to help create a
positive impact for the future by working
together with communities, governments
and local bodies to deliver qualitative
social improvement.
WABCO India focuses its CSR efforts on
4 key pillars - road safety, environmental
sustainability, skills development and
community development.

implemented several CSR initiatives
that have delivered significant success
. Pursuing an effective strategy of
‘Aim, Approach, Intervene and Impact’,
more than 4500 drivers and mechanics
have already been upskilled with road
safety training, over 5000 members of
the community have benefitted from
outreach initiatives and more than 700
students have been assisted with skills
development programs.

In partnership with India’s state
governments, state transport undertakings
and local bodies, WABCO India has

Road safety

used notebooks, brochures, magazines
and any other recyclable material could
be put in. Our team has partnered with
an organisation that would collect the
recyclable waste in exchange for recyclable
stationary.

The Invest India Social Impact team
strides to succeed in its mission to provide
support to social causes that require
facilitation. We believe in giving back to
the community and thrive on the idea that
every little effort makes a huge impact!

WABCO India is a pioneer in the field
of commercial vehicle safety and is
committed to promoting safer driving
and to raise awareness on
road safety issues across
all key stakeholder groups.
WABCO India is uniquely
positioned to promote road
safety in India. Partnering
with state governments,
state transport operators
and local transport bodies
across the country, WABCO
India has conducted major
road safety awareness
campaigns. This includes
holding seminars and
providing practical training
to help upskill drivers
and mechanics. Plans
are in place to scale up
this impactful model to
help many more drivers
and mechanics across the
country.

WABCO India has also collaborated
with Praxair India, one of the world’s
largest industrial gas companies and

As part of this important
road safety objective,
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state transport authorities, to provide
advanced training for drivers of hazardous
goods vehicles.

FOCUS CSR
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Environmental responsibility
Reaffirming its commitment to the
environment, WABCO India has taken
positive actions to help drive green
initiatives across all areas in which it
operates. For example, the company

Skills upgrading
has successfully led tree plantation
programmes which has resulted in over
1000 saplings being planted and actively
nurtured.

The preservation of key water sources in
and around its manufacturing locations
is another major initiative that WABCO
India have undertaken to conserve
important natural resources.

Education and skills are the key elements
of a nation’s economic growth and
leadership. To attain a competitive edge,
it is imperative to develop the skills of
tomorrow’s workforce, increasing their
employability and bridging the demand
supply gap.
WABCO India, as part of its skills
development objectives, has established
Centres of Excellence in partnership with
leading educational institutions to train
and provide hands-on experience to
students and engineers.
Under this initiative WABCO India has
established two Centers of Excellence,

first of which is the WABCO – Veltech
Center of Excellence which provides
training in the areas of automotive
technologies and advanced road safety.
The second initiative is the WABCO Chennai Institute of Technology - Kyutech
University, Japan Center of Excellence to
empower youth through training on new
technologies such as Industry 4.0, internet
of things and robotic automation.
From safety to education and the
environment to our communities, WABCO
India’s CSR objectives have helped deliver
a significant, positive impact for all
stakeholders.

Community development
WABCO India is committed to the
inclusive development of communities
wherever it operates to help drive
positive change. Leveraging its strengths,
the company implements programs which
improve access to education, healthcare,
sanitation, clean water and other facilities
to help promote community safety, health
and well-being.
Invest India’s Social Impact Initiative and

the construction of a safety wall around
the school premises in Alwar District
is just one of the many CSR activities
undertaken by the company as part of its
community development commitment.
Having hosted seven healthcare camps
supporting 18 neighbourhoods, WABCO
India has helped enhance the lives of
more than 5000 people in the community.
WABCO India has also upgraded the
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infrastructure of community schools to
ensure that children have access to clean
water, hygienic sanitation facilities and
proper classroom infrastructure. WABCO
India employees are also engaged in
driving social improvement- with over
275 employees having participated in
voluntary blood donation programs across
the country.
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“WABCO India, through its many innovative
CSR initiatives, has created a positive and
powerful impact across diverse stakeholder
groups and communities, especially in the
areas of road safety and skills development.
We have leveraged our expertise to support
the Government of India’s vision to create
safer roads and to improve the skills of the
young to help increase their employability
and future potential. And, over the next few
years, we are committed to scaling up and
expanding our successful CSR support model
to deliver important and lasting change that
will help even more people and communities
across India.”
- Mr P Kaniappan
MD, WABCO India.

OUR JOURNEY

Journey of Invest India

Invest
India
is the national
investment
promotion and
facilitation agency, that
focuses on sector-specific
investor targeting and development
of new partnerships to enable sustainable
investments in India. It is a non-profit venture
under the Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion,
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India.
In 2009, Invest India was set up as a cell with half a dozen staff to
answer investor queries. Subsequently, after the launch of the ‘Make in
India’ programme in 2014, Invest India was given the responsibility of endto-end investor facilitation associated with the initiative. Starting 2016, it’s
new avatar became visible to investors. The unique story of entrepreneurship within the
government took shape.  A 110-member team of ‘Believers in India’ - with an average age of 29
years- was established.
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Invest India focuses on job creation and on sectors that will create maximum impact for the country including
proactive strategies to seek and promote investments which are key to unlocking the potential of social sectors such
as healthcare in India. Invest India’s initiatives, are aimed at helping the potential investors bridge the gap between intent
and execution and have attracted significant investments in various sectors.
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Today there is a shift in the mindset across different levels of the government. Invest India collaborates with all the state governments
to enhance their investment promotion effectiveness. There is a step-change in the quality of interaction between the government and
the investors. Invest India supports different departments to enhance the quality of meetings by preparing pre-briefs,
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structuring the agenda, helping with

and resolve investor issues. These round

ecosystem. For instance, Invest India has

Invest India currently facilitates total

in a span of just nine years. Invest India

than fifteen parameters of trust and nine

presentation and tracking the follow-ups

tables have brought together foreign

helped domestic startups gain a level

indicated investments of over USD 100

today has over 120 employees who come

dimensions of culture – truly reflects

to make the meetings more outcome-

missions, investors and various ministries

playing field in domestic procurement

billion, covering over 850 cases, with

from different backgrounds and the best

the new and emerging India. An India

oriented.

and departments of the government with

by the relaxation of prior experience and

a potential to employ over 1.7 million

institutions across the globe. We have just

where the energy of youth and its talent is

a special focus on issue resolution and

turnover criteria, and exemption from

individuals. What began as a query

been awarded the Great Place to Work

harnessed to deliver astounding results in

Invest India has conducted

aftercare. Similarly, Invest India has helped

requirement of Earnest Money Deposit in

answering cell, back in 2009 has risen to

certification. This recognition – which

an incredibly short time.

several roundtables focused on specific

bring about far reaching policy changes

government.

become the world’s most awarded IPA,

was a result of evaluation along more

countries and sectors to understand

that have helped investors and startup
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Fo c u s E v e n t t h i s Q u a r t e r

Knowledge Sharing Programme
Shreyans Jain

Launched in 2004 by the Ministry of
Strategy and Finance (MoSF), Republic
of Korea, the Knowledge Sharing
Programme (KSP) is a knowledge-intensive
development cooperation programme.
This programme aims to analyse the
challenges and obstacles of Korea’s
partner countries and offer comprehensive
policy consultations by integrating
policy research and institutional capacity
building. This year, the Korea TradeInvestment Promotion Agency (KOTRA),
the trade and investment promotion
organisation operated by the Government
of South Korea, organised a capacity
building workshop for Invest India.
Annyeong haseyo! (Hello in Korean)We
landed at the Incheon International Airport
on a busy Monday morning to a warm
welcome by the KOTRA officials. The 50
kms bus journey to our hotel introduced
us to the metamorphosis the country had
undergone in the last 50 years. High-rise
buildings, clean air and water, disciplined
traffic and happy faces greeted us as
we kept admiring Korea’s growth story.
The next five days, we were supposed

to participate in a series of lectures
highlighting the investment environment
in Korea, the role of KOTRA and Invest
Korea in trade promotion, facilitation
and investor aftercare, discussions on
several case studies and success stories,
introduction to the Foreign Investor
Support Office, the Foreign Investment
Ombudsman System, business cooperation
between Korea and India, and various
industrial field visits.
We learned from KOTRA’s experiences –
the many stages involved in FDI
facilitation and engaged in wide
ranging discussions on Korean
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history. The assigned officials (Ms Wooda
Choi and Mr Cheolmin Ha) proactively
sought opportunities for the Invest
India team to soak in their local culture.
They introduced us to their culinary habits,
their diverse cuisines, their traditional
attire and words from their dialect.
What was arguably the most adventurous
leg of our journey was the visit to the
world’s most heavily fortified border,
guarded by thousands of troops,
landmines, barbed wire and anti-tank traps
– the Korean Demilitarized Zone. The
DMZ monument - a metal ball split in two,
with statues of children pushing from both

sides to make it back into one reminded us
of our Government’s bilateral engagement,
back home, to prevent India’s bilateral
relations with its nuclear neighbours
from succumbing to hostile passions
and finding a reasonable and mutually
acceptable solution to the differences
left over from history. Interestingly, the
two Korean nations that once fought
the ‘flagpole war’ at the border, learned
to give up trivial battles rather easily
with South Korea (with its flag towering at
100-odd metres), deciding not to compete
with the North Korea (with its flag at

160 metres). Also, the loudspeakers that
once blared propaganda songs at high
volume at each other were silent now. As
North Korea played songs eulogising the
North’s ‘fatherly’ leader and lamenting
‘depraved capitalist’ lifestyles, Seoul just
turned on its popular K-Pop music.
Invest India received thorough insights
on the growth story of Korea – its
competitiveness in export manufacturing
and innovation. The sessions on
FDI promotion strategies, overseas
remittances, tax incentives et al indeed
broadened our outlook on targeted
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outreach. The Indian Government
has initiated a motley of economic
reforms with Prime Minister Mr Narendra
Modi trying to leverage India’s soft power
and attracting buyers for its growth story
on foreign shores. The five day KSP ended
on an optimistic note as we resolved to
incorporate the new ideas into our existing
strategies and fulfill the PM’s vision of a
transformed India.
Gomabseubnida (Thank You in Korean)
Korea for this wonderful experience.

INDIA & REPUBLIC OF KOREA
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BUT TH AT’S NOT
ALL W E DID...
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After spending three years in banking, I got an incredible
opportunity to join Invest India in 2016. At the time, it was an
intimate 30-person team, and even before starting I knew it was
going to be very different from what I had done before. For the
one year I spent at the firm, I focused on Germany, Russia and
Eastern Europe along with steel and pharmaceutical sectors. As
is the case with small teams, responsibilities went above and
beyond the call of duty – as I additionally managed recruitment
and human resources.
Fun fact: I have worked at all the Invest India offices: FICCI,
Ashoka and Vigyan Bhawan!
The most intriguing part of this experience was that every day
was a new day with a new challenge. There have been several
experiences that have left a lasting impression on me, which I am
sharing with the readers of this magazine now.
The following instance epitomises the critical role played by
Invest India in India’s FDI machine: a representative from Russia’s
leading steel manufacturer, NLMK, approached us with a query
regarding a possible meeting which ultimately led to a live deal
worth more than USD 1 billion!
Keeping to the theme, I worked with a German steel
manufacturer, Thyssenkrupp, to change the duty structure on
their products, help their investments realise return and prevent
a shutdown. This was my first experience of working with the
Government of India. The team and I visited the Ministry of Steel
and the Ministry of Commerce and Industry almost every week
and worked our way through. Weeks after I had handed over my
case, the Managing Director (Thyssenkrupp), sent me a warm
email on my last day wishing me luck for my future studies. I hear
that the company just inaugurated a new unit earlier this year!
Fast forward, I’m currently between years at the Wharton School
pursuing my dream MBA, interning at McKinsey & Co. Business
school has been about rehashing my skill sets, making 900 new
friends and travelling unlimited amounts (Colombia, France,
Japan and Israel so far).

Tanya Bansal

Invest India was a much-needed preparation platform both for
business school and my career in consulting. It was also here that
I made some amazing friends (you know who you are). As for the
future, I intend to work at the cross-section of healthcare and
the public sector. Invest India has been instrumental in making
me realise that I am truly passionate about working alongside the
government.

ALUMNI VOICES

Working at Invest India was a truly fulfilling and professionally satisfying
experience. As a workplace that blends the brand visibility and authority
of a leading government enterprise with the exuberance and excitement
of a ‘Start Up’, Invest India provided me with a platform to hone my skills
and gain a better understanding of Indian economic processes. My journey
at Invest India started in its initial days, when I joined the original team
with only a few colleagues. It is wonderful to know that today the same
institution has transformed into a force to recon with, having over a
hundred employees.
Mr Deepak Bagla’s drive, to make Invest India an energised outfit and
the foremost investment facilitation agency for the country, was a huge
inspiration. His infectious dynamism, empowering leadership and ability to
articulate our mission down to the last person, undoubtedly defined the
success of Invest India over the years.
Given my early tidings, I was fortunate to have worked across the length
and breadth of Invest India’s ambitious offerings, pushing our mandate
beyond handholding FDI investors, working on dedicated investor
targeting units and building sector teams. Being a part of the genesis of
the ‘Startup India’ endeavour, mandated by DIPP, I experienced first-hand
the trappings of a deeply invigorating pioneering expedition, given the
Government’s unflinching patronage and progressive policy reinforcements.
As the Assistant Vice President, I was tasked to set up a ‘model’ State
desk, identify specific key ‘state specific’ focus areas, build policy and
process frameworks, develop monitoring and organisational capabilities for
successfully supporting implementation.
Invest India, gave me the unique opportunity to discover my leadership
skills, champion innovative ideas, hone execution skills, work with different
teams besides learning life skills while ‘tightrope walking’ with public and
private stakeholders! It raised my ability to deal with ambiguity and meet
expectations of the highest levels of policy makers and authorities.

Kartik Das

I am currently studying for Dual Degrees, at The Wharton Business School
for an MBA and The Wharton-Lauder Institute for an MA in International
Affairs, University of Pennsylvania. I am a Perry World House Fellow for
Global Affairs & Public Policy. At Wharton, besides academics, I have
immersed myself in myriads of activities as Co-Chairman of the Wharton
India Economic Forum, been elected Leadership & Communication fellow,
Alumni Fellow, Executive Board on Student Cluster Council, and appointed
Teaching Assistant to Wharton Professors renowned for their Venture
Capital work. I witnessed an extraordinary Water Technology project at
Israel, trekked into Colombia, and undertook an eco-tourism project deep
into the tea estates and rhino & wild-life reserve whilst on an eco-toursim
stint in, Assam. I am currently interning at The World Bank, DC, which will
be followed by a stint at research at a leading global policy setup also in
Washington. I have been awarded a Lauder scholarship for working on a
global think tank report on autonomous vehicles at Singapore and France.
Earlier, at school I worked on championing Social Impact projects, played
lead parts in the Theatre troupe, raised charity funds, whilst also being
involved in the UPenn fashion show event and also played competitive
sports tournaments.
I believe I am continually setting new goals, pushing my boundaries literally
or metaphorically, testing my resilience, travelling paths physically or
otherwise, garnering amazing experiences along the way, which are shaping
me as an individual and perhaps even my destiny.
I wish the team at Invest India all the best for the next leg of the journey!

A STORY OF HOPE
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Story of a New India
Ankita Sharma

16-year-old Neha has an endearing smile
that reflects warmth and openness,
with a zing that catalyses and fosters an
instant human bond. Yet, it is intriguing,
and revealing on multiple levels. One
senses innate shyness and a self-imposed
restless restraint. There is also a yearning
for freedom, a desire to break free and
aspirations of a better life for her and her
family. And happy dreams for an unseen

future that form and burst, and form
again, like bubbles in the ocean.
Barely three miles off the JaipurGurgaon expressway near
Jharsa in Haryana (India), amid the
shadows of the glitzy shopping malls
and high-rise penthouses, lies the
tiny hamlet of Shitla colony that
Neha calls her home. Her day
starts early at five in the morning
when, after finishing the household
chores- which include cleaning the
house and cooking for her siblings-she walks to school. Education
is important, she knows, but it
does not provide what her
family needs immediately at
this moment: money. “Financial
independence is one thing, sheer
sustenance of the family and meeting day-today needs is another,” she says.
The medical expenses of Neha’s ailing
mother have been mounting over the last
few months, and an earning member can
ease the financial pressures of her house.
Neha is resolute: she needs to work and
earn to provide a steady income to the

family, while also studying to realise her
aspiration of being a police officer. The
question is, how? “Meet me after school and I
will show you,” she replies.
At 2 pm, she walks back from school
through the dusty, narrow bylanes of
Shitla colony, where a group of five other
young girls her age are waiting outside
a cow shed. They walk together, their

small feet moving together in confident
strides, and enter a small house that is
bubbling with energy. This is the local skill
development centre run by Seva Bharati,
an NGO that empowers young girls and
women of all ages by organising them into
self-help groups and providing a platform
for them to earn and learn. Seva Bharati
imparts vocational skills such as stitching,
weaving, and producing handicrafts,
among others, while enabling the young
girls to continue their education. The
NGO seeks to render assistance to
socially, economically and educationally
backward and weaker persons of the
society by undertaking wide-ranging
programmes aimed at their upliftment, as
well as encouraging the beneficiaries to be
change agents and provide selfless service
to the society at large.
Today, the girls and women at the
Shitla colony centre are making
exquisite household items made out
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of plastic straws. The exuberance and
camaraderie in the room is at its peak:
hands and fingers are moving with
inexplicable dexterity and swiftness,
decorative pieces like ribbons and buttons
are being exchanged, ideas and problems
are being discussed openly, the elders
are teaching the young ones, the sound
of chatter and laughter in the room
are merging into a vibrant
symphony. Neha and her
friend Ritu are busy shaping
the straws into diamonds
and squares under
the guidance of
the other, older
‘experts’ in
the group,
when another
woman enters
the room,
exuding warmth,
love, respect and a
strong sense of purpose.
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This is Ritu Goyal, the Haryana coordinator
of Seva Bharati, affectionally called
‘Didi’ by everyone. She has been at the
helm of affairs of Seva Bharati in the
city since the past several years and has
been instrumental in single-handedly
expanding the organisation’s reach in
Gurgaon’s interiors and setting up new skill
development centres and self-help

“
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groups. “How are you all?”, she asks, to
which the group replies in one voice, “All
well didi. See what we have done.”
Appreciating the recent ‘batch’ of products
made by Neha and her friends, Goel
says, “We want to help women and girls from
financially and socially weak backgrounds by
educating and skilling them with vocational
training that can help them sustain their
households, while empowering them with
Indian values. Most of the girls that our
chapter is engaged with come from very poor
migrant families, and we help them in other
things as well, such as making Aadhaar cards
and ration cards. Members of each self-help
group support one another, and this way they
all become like family. This acts like a great
support system for them.”

“When we taught stitching to these girls,
they began by working on clothes in their
families. Slowly, they started taking the
work of their neighbours and people around
them, and grew into micro-entrepreneurs.
In one day, these girls stitch up to two
suits and earn INR 200-300 a day. This
has enabled them greatly in financially
supporting themselves and their families,”
Ms Goel adds. Recognising the talent in
this set of girls, Seva Bharati also aims to
expand their professional training and set
up boutiques where these girls can sell
their products and get gainful employment.
Indeed, many within the group are
realising the importance of the centre as
a platform that seeks to help them realise
their potential. One of the girls, Suman,
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reveals how she quickly learnt to stitch
clothes and is now already a ‘hit’ among
her neighbours. “I also design clothes and
can decorate a fabric as per a customer’s
liking,” she proudly says. Suman is already
thinking of scaling up and expanding into the
neighbouring localities of Shitla colony, as
“that is how a good business can be set up.”
It’s almost 6 pm now, and Suman is giving
finishing touches to her final piece of the
day before she heads home. “This centre has
given me the most important thing I needed:
a place to dream. I believe in myself now, and
know I will make it big one day. This is just
the first step,” she says, her eyes sparkling
with confidence. One day, she wants to be
a costume designer in Bollywood. Perhaps,
one day, she will.
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